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ABSTRACT 
inve s of tracer s in 
tracer and shave 
different s. in flows with 
density gradients is 
Later mixing was s in a ... .L'-uu . .:; by introducing 
tracers at the ambient velocity continuously and uniformly 
across a fraction of width and over depth of the 
ambient flow. Fluid samples were taken to obtain concentration 
distributions in cross - sections at various distances, x, downstream 
tracer source. 
of 
s 
gradients were 
data show 
ss numbers, 
source 
A 
data were used to calculate variances 
d averaged concentr 
tracer and ambient 
source was enhanced density-
downstream where density 
rates were ent of 
and 
is a ee 
represent: (1) x-
from 
for a 
source. 
with a hori-
an expression for 
dispersion due 
-v-
to this velocity distribution was also obtained. Using this dispersion 
for predicting late rates in 
of investigation gave only quali tati ve with 
data. However, predicted longitudinal salinity distributions in an 
idealized laboratory estuary agree well with published data. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1. 1 PURPOSE 
Many waste effluents which are discharged into streams have 
densities slightly different from those of the receiving waters. This 
study investigates the effects of density differences on the horizontal, 
cross stream mixing of such effluents. Longitudinal mixing under 
certain restrictive conditions is also examined. 
Two typical cases in which the effluents and the receiving waters 
have different densities are: heated water discharges from 
industries or steam power plants, and domestic or industrial waste 
discharges into brackish estuary waters. In the case of the cooling 
water discharges, a temperature rence of IOoC causes a density 
difference of approximately O. 25 percent. In the second case, a waste 
discharging into an estuary, ences due to differences 
is concentrations of dis salts can be as as 2. 5 percent. In 
s s than that of the both the se cases 
receiving waters. 
densities of the 
Situations also exist where 
receiving waters. se 
are 
effluents are more dense than 
wastes with hi concentr ations 
-2-
of dissolved matter th a t are discharged into fresh water streams, 
and also waste dis ges with sus 
t hat is more se than water. Density 
of fine matter 
s due to con-
entrations of dis or sus ed matter can range up to a few 
percent, although a fraction of a percent may be more typical. 
Although the of the density differences given above 
may seem small, differences of these magnitudes and smaller often 
have large effects on the dynamics of oceans, lakes and the 
atmosphere. This study investigates their importance in streams. 
1. 2 METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
In this study the effects of density differences on cross stream 
mixing were studied experimentally in a laboratory flume. In the 
experiments, which are described in Chapter 3, tracer fluids with 
densities equal to and different from the density of 
ambient water In the flume were introduced over some part of the 
width and over the whole depth. If the tracer and 
ambient fluids have same density, crosswise mixing is primarily 
by turbulent diffusion. However, if the densities of the tracer and 
fluids are ent, crosswise mixing is by a 
the secondary density-induced secondary flow. 
flow are due to an inbalance of 
forces 
astatic pres sure caus 
dens gradients. The phenomenon of d -induced cir 
by al 
is 
discus sed in more detail in ature r of 2 and In 
discus sian of data in r 4. 
-3-
Some of characteristic features of the 
concentration distributions observed in the , are 
in Chapter 4. concentr ations measured at all in all 
experiments are made in R 1, but are not in 
In this text because the data are too numerous. 
A s of em of lateral In 
an open channel is given in Chapter 5. The results of the analysis 
and the experimental data yield empirical curves for parameters which 
characterize the tracer-plume width and the variation of concentration 
with depth as functions of distance downstream from the source, the 
initial density difference, the source width, and the hydraulic 
parameters of the stream. Concentration distributions can be 
estimated by using these curves. 
A simplified theory for the effect of horizontal density gradients 
on horizontal mixing is given in Chapter 6. The velocity distribution 
caused by a horizontal density gradient was derived, and an 
expression for the dispersion coefficient due to density-induced 
velocity was calculated. An analysis using this dispersion coefficient 
predicts that the characteristic width of a tracer plume in an open 
channel is a function of the same ss parameters that 
were obtained from the dimensional analysis and data. However, 
as made in deri vation of because some of 
the density-induced distribution are not valid for this 
agreement between and is not 
-4-
The approximations in the derivation of the density-induced velocities 
are more correct for some in an zed 
laboratory estuary des by , Harleman, and Lin (2). Good 
agreement was data and theory 
rived rein. 
-5-
2 
BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
2.1 THE CONSERVATION EQUATION 
In m.ost m.athem.atical analysis of turbulent flows, the trans 
of solutes or other tracers is often described by an appropriate 
averaged conservation equation for the tracer. The equation usually 
used for aqueous solutions, which are nearly incom.pressible but not 
neces sarily of uniform. density, is 
(2. 1) 
(see e. g. (3)). In s expression, tis tim.e; c is a tim.e-
averaged u, v, and ware tim.e-averaged es in 
the ar coordinate directions, x, y, and z; and e , E: , and E: 
x y z 
are turbulent diffusion coefficients for m.as s. velocities and 
concentrations in 2. 1 are averages over a is 
com.pared to sc for but short com.par to 
the tim.e sc for gross phenom.ena inve . ) 
If density of fluid is a of c, u, v, w, 
e and e m.ay y' z functions of c also Under se conditions, 
2. 1 is ar in c and m.ust be solved s with 
the of m.otion for For tracers se presence 
-6-
does not affect dynamics of 2. I is linear in c and 
equations of motion for fluid may separately. 
However, even under se conditions, analytic solutions 
for 2. 1 have been obtained only for very simple flow fields. 
Below, a review is of existing information on mas s 
transport in turbulent open-channel flows of homogeneous density. 
It is followed by a dis cus sion of the cts of density differences on 
mas s trans port. 
2.2 MASS TRANSPORT IN OPEN-CHANNEL FLOWS OF 
HOMOGENEOUS DENSITY 
2.2. 1 Longitudinal Dispersion.- The coordinate system for an 
open channel flow is chosen with the origin on channel bottom, 
the x-axis in the direction of flow, the y-axis normal to the bottom 
and positive upwards, and the z-axis horizontal and in lateral 
direction. For a uniform steady flow of a fluid of uniform density 
in a wide channel of uniform depth, v = w = 0, and oE: lax = aS laz = 0. 
x z 
For the se conditions, 2. I becomes 
(2.2) 
One now subs titute s into 2.2 expressions: 
u = u + u l 
C = C + c' 
= E: + S' 
x x 
and 
E: = S + e' z z z 
-7-
e the overbarred es are -averag vari sand 
the s from averages. r 
the re expres sion over the and re that 
auf lox::: 0, 
c ) ::: 
The second term on the left- s of 2.3 represents 
differential convection by the mean velocity, li, and the third term 
represents differential convection due to the correlation between u l 
and c', Elder (4) showed that for two-dimensional flows in which 
ocloz ::: OJ one can write for large time 
3c 
ulc' ::: -D 
x ax ' 
where is called longitudinal dispersion coefficient. He 
D is 
x 
a of u' € and is y 
where n, n', and n'l are y/d. Using the Pr 
by 
-von Karman 
(2. 3) 
(2. 4) 
• 5) 
logarithmic tribution to and s analogy 
to obtain € (see Subsection 2. 2. 3), y 
give 
e k is von s 
is water k ::: 0.41, 
integrated 
in 
5.86. His s this result. 
2.5 to 
.6) 
and d 
2.6 
8 
2. 2. 2 Because transport 
dispel' transport in 
dire diffusion are , and because » 
data on exist. 
Data on longitudinal diffusion at free surface are available 
from by Sayre and Chang (5) and by Engelund (6 I. In 
se studies, small floating particles were released at a point on 
surface, and either the distribut~on in time for particles to 
tr a fixed distance or the longitudinal distribution of particles 
a fixed time from release were observed. Longitudinal 
turbulent diffusion coefficients at the free surface, E: ,were 
xs 
calculated using 
da2 1 x E: = dt xs (2.7a) 
u
3 d0~ s 
E: = T xz 
or 
(2. 7b) 
0~ and a~ are variances of of s 
in space and time, and u is the mean longitudinal particle velocity. 
s 
Sayre and Chang 
e to 
were made on 
Run 
better 
zed E: 
xs 
more 
normalizations 
in 2. 1. 
stent results 
's 
his 
more consistent results. 
s 
2. 1 of shed data on longitudinal diffusion of floating particles in open s. 
Floating Depth Shear Ave. Water Particle Diffusion Reference Run No. Channel Particles d Velocity Velocity Velocity Coefficient 
u* U U. €xs (em) s (em/sec) (em/sec) (em/sec) (cm2 /secl 
Engelund (6) A Laboratory flume Plastic ball 5.45 3.60 30.0 38.3 10.0 0.510 0.0479 230 em wide; 0.9 em diam 
2.3 em aiam. sand "p. gr. ,,0. ZBe 
roughness on bottom 
B Plastic ball 17.3 1.60 30.6 34.4 25.0 2 O. 2 0.0420 
230 cm 0.9 em aiam. \18. 5)" (0. (0.031 
O. 1 em diam. sand gp. gr. "0.288 I 
roughness on bottom 
and LO-P-! flume 14.8 3.81 23 • .5 33.5 30.7 o. 0.0639 
(5) rough- O. em 
LO-P-2 nesS blocks 1. 9 em O. 16 em thiek 24.8 4.90 34.4 45.5 57.0 0.470 0.0505 
, 7.6 cm wide, sp. gr. '" 0.96 
LO_P_3 1 em long on bottom 37.1 6.04 47.5 65,9 23.8 L 06 O. 
" Re-evaluated data. 
-10-
data in Table 2. 1 2.6 confirms 
» 
2. 2. 3 
2.2.3.1 Data from 
with flo particles have also used to obtain 
s of E: ,the lateral diffusion coefficient at the free surface. 
zs 
Experiments of this type were first made by Orlob (7), later by other 
stigators, and also in this study. A summary of the experimental 
data from these investigations is given in Table 2.2. Values of €zs 
were calculated by either the formula 
or 
d02 
s 
E: = 
zs dt 
E: = zs 
(2. Sa) 
(2 8b) 
e 0 2 is the variance of 
s 
lateral distribution of particles at a 
time r ase or after traveling a fixed distance. The 
dimensionless coefficient as is defined by 
average 
E: 
zs 
s of a from e 
s 
range from O. 172 to O. 1. 
2.2.3.2 
of ve obs of 
of s 
ss 
2. 1. 
(2. 9) 
s listed in 2.2 
Because 
of s s 
2. 2 of published data on diffusion of floating s in open 
Floating Depth Shear Water Reference Run No. Channel 
Particles d Velocity Velocity 
u* U u (em) s (em/sec) (em/sec) (em/sec) 
Orlob (7) Laboratory flume Polyethylene discs 1.62 122 em wide. 0.32 em diam. 
to expanded metal screen O. 16 em thick 12.8 roughness on bottom sp.gr.=O.975 
and Laboratory flume Polyethylene discs 
(8) 239 em wide. O. 32 em diam. 17.4 3.51 49.8 62.5 sand dunes on bottom O. 16 em thick 
sp.gr.=0.96 
LA-P-l Laboratory flume Polyethylene discs 14.8 3.81 23.5 33.5 239 em wide; roughness 0.32 em diam. , LA-P-2 blocks 1.9 em high, O. 16 em thick 24.8 4.90 34.4 45.5 
LA-P-3 7.6 em wide, sp.gr.=0.96 37. 1 6.04 47.5 65.9 1. 6 em long on bottom 
Engelund (6) A Laboratory flume Plastic ball 
230 em wide; 0.9 em diam. 
5.45 3.60 30.0 38.3 
2.3 em diam. sand 
roughness on bottom 
sp.gr.=0.288 
B Laboratory flume Plastic baH 17.3 1. 60 30.6 34.4 230 em wide; 0.9 cm diam. 
O. 1 em diam. sand 
roughness on bottom 
sp. gr. =0. 288 
flume ~ 3.90 This study ;;;li~l~~ about 110 em 
to smooth bottom or 35 em diam. 
expanded metal screen sp.gr.=0.95 11. 1 
roughnes s on bottom 
Average of 120 experiments. The values of u* and d were corrected for blockage as described in Subsection 4. 1. 3. 
" Average of 13 experiments. Data for all experiments are given in Tables 4. 1 and 5. 1. 
Diffusion 
Coefficient 
(em" /aee) 
15.0 
13.3 
23.4 
59.2 
0 
5 
Cis 
0.172 1 
O. 
0.236 
0.196 
0.264 
0.232 
0.204 
0.234 
0.219 
0.204 " 
>-' 
! 
s, 
z 
co 
or 
-12-
depth- averaged value of the al diffusion 
s dent is u calculated with 
:: 
z 
where 0'2 is the variance of the lateral distribution of the depth-
averaged concentration, c, and O'~ is the variance of the lateral 
tribution of oc loz. 
(2. lOa) 
(2. lOb) 
Eq. 2. lOa and b are obtained from 2. 3 as follows. Far 
downstream from a source of a neutrally buoyant tracer, experimental 
data show that c' «c; therefore, one can delete each of the terms in 
2.3 that contain c' because there are corresponding similar terms 
c. One can also delete the term € ~c because it is 
xux 
ss than 
a--the deleted term ax (ulc'). Therefore, for a steady source Eq. 2.3 
becomes 
_ oc _ 02C 
u-=e --. ax zoz8 (2.11) 
Taking moments of s expression in the z- cHon s 2. lOa, 
or taking de 2. II with respect to z and 
moments s 2. lOb. 
s of e and the ss dent 
z 
z 2) a = . 
from a r of sti in 2.3. se data can 
into two groups, one In str 
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Table 2. 3 on ral diffusion 
, I I De;ili Shear Water r :-;,7 Velocity Velocity Reference Run No. Channel I Tracer I by u. u I em (em/sec) (cm/sed ,j 
Elder (4) Laboratory flume Potassium At,a1ysis of t>:J1.5 O. 
35.5 em wide; Idy~ ., .. 
photo gr aphs with 
smooth bottom. microdensitorneter 
Sayre and LA-D-l Laboratory flume Fluorescent Continuous 14.8 3.81 23.5 9.58 O. 170 
Chang (5) 239 em wide; roughness dyes sampling 
LA-D-Z blocks 1. 9 em high. fluoro:rneter 24.5 4.90 34.4 20.2 O. 179 
7.6 em wide 
LA-D-3 1. 6 em long on bottom. 37.1 6.04 37.1 36.9 o. 160 
O. 167 
Sullivan (9) Laboratory flume. I~~~,"n Analysis of 10.2 0.827 15.3 0.90 2 O. 107:; 76 em wide; photographs with 8.95 0.988 18.5 0.97 3 O. 110:3 
smooth bottom. dye microdensitometer 7.33 1. 21 22.9 1. 18 2 O. 133:a 
O. 117 
-.-
Glover 3 .. 40- Laboratory flumes Sal. Measurement of 14.7 33.5 0.36 (la, p.26) 242 em and 122 em fluid conductivity 13.8 8.28 0.22 
widel rough and smooth !!!~ 28.8 7.16 0.14 
bottoms. 
Columbia River near Radionuclides Radiation counting "":1,305 134 1860 0.72 
Richland. Ws,ah.j in a cooling ot aa.m.plea 
appro" 300 m wide water discharge 
Fischer (II) 6/21 Atrlaco Feeder Canal Rhodamine WT Analysis of samples 68.3 6.29 63.5 102 0.24 
near Bernalillo. N. M.; dye with fluorometer 
6/23 appro" 17. 5 m wide. 66.7 6.13 66.1 102 0.2.5 
30~c:m-high I sand dunes 
on bottom straight reach 
Yatsukura~ Missouri River R.hodamine B .Analysis of sam.ples .;2.70 7.4 ~175 1200 0.6 
Fischer. near Blair. Nebraska dye with fluorometer 
and Sayre {lZ} approx. ZZ5 m wide. 
Fischel" (13) 2 Curved laboratory Rhodamine WT Analysis of samples 3.02 2.66 31.7 11.3 1.4 
3 channel; 76.3 em dye with fluorometer 5.28 1.70 27.0 21.4 2.4 
4 wide. smooth 3.72 2.13 26.8 10.6 1.3 
5 bottom. 2.03 1.31 19.0 1.96 0.70 
6 2.20 1.68 19.7 I. 88 0.51 
Okoye (14) Laboratory Sodium chloride Measurement of 1.6 
110 em wide fluid conductivity to ~O. 14 
85 em wide; smooth !E. situ 21. 1 
and gravel bottoms. 
This study Laboratory flume Sodium chloride Measurement of 3.90 0.135 6 
110 cm wide; '0 
smooth and rough 11. 1 
bottoms. 
, Elder's published average (9) , Elder used half the distance 
between points where the 
. Sullivan's reported values have been divided by 2 because he omitted the factor i- in Eq. 2. lOa. 
3 Tracers were not neutrally buoyant . 
. Hydraulic radius used in place of depth for computing a.. 
S Average of 13 experiments. Data for all experiments are given in Tables 4. 1 and 5. 1. 
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(R ef. 4, 5, 9, 1 0 , 1 1 , 14, thi s and other from experiments 
in curved 10, 12, 13). Exc for the data Glover, 
which were from expe in tracer was not neutr 
data from str channels values of a between 
O. 10 and 0.25. (One should observe that the often quoted value 
by r ) has en corrected in Table 2. 3}. All 
values from curved channels are greater than 0.5. The 
higher values in curved channels have been explained by Fischer (13) 
as due to secondary currents induced by the bends. These currents 
transport material in the lateral direction by a process analogous to 
longitudinal dispersion as described in Subsection 2. 2. L Fischer 
was able to calculate a lateral dispersion coefficient using Eq. 2. 5 
with lateral velocity deviations, Wi, in place of the longitudinal 
velocity ations, u l • 
A suitable explanation for the variation in a for straight channels 
does not yet exist. , it is worth noting that the range in a 
found one stigator is usually not as large as range of the 
means of values given by different investigators. Therefore, much 
of variation may be due to weak secondary currents acteristic 
of ent s or Attempts to corr 
ratio of 
IS pres inves 
In both 
50 percent ger 
flow eros s - section and to 
ated by Okoye (14). 
e and Chang (5) and in this s 
to obtain 
a. 
a and a , one finds 
s 
e and 
a to the 
parameters 
a is 
s 
found 
e 
- 15 
e tween a and was small if used u in e 
of in 2,8 data from this s do not confirm this re 
2.2,4 Ve 
------~------~~-
An e s tim ate of cal diffusion 
for mas s in a open- € , can y 
from Reynolds One first expresses T , 
xy 
shear stres s on a as 
au 
T = (; € ) P ~ 
xy Y y- uy (2.13) 
where p is the fluid density, and the product A € is the eddy viscosity. y y 
The term Ie is the turbulent Schmidt number and is the ratio of y 
the diffusion coefficients for momentum to mass. Using the Prandtl-
von Karman logarithmic velocity distribution, 
u (2. 
and a distribution of shear stress, 
5) 
2.13 yields 
(2. 16) 
This expression for \ € is zero at y = 0 y y y = d, and is 
d 
about y = -ave 
Vanoni(15)observed 
mentin an open- UQ,U,LL<::;.Lflow and used 
He distribution of was 
is 
, 17) 
dis of sus sedi-
data to for sediment. 
J..LLJ..U.Cl.J. to 6. 2, 
and 
as a 
N 1. and 
16-
(16 ) 
flow and obs 
of distance downstream.. 
E: and al s 0 found y E: and y 
ed at the 
distributions of 
data to 
were di 
It ~ 1. y s with fine s gave nearly 
sam.e results. 
2 3 EFFECTS OF ON MASS TRANSFER 
2. 3. 1 ~ Obs of vertic tur-
in atm.osphere, in natur water bodies, and in the 
atory show that stable ver density gradients reduce vertical 
ef. 1 7 and 18). Observations also show that the 
vertical diffusion of m.ass or heat is reduced m.ore the 
of m.om.entum.. Taylor (19) noticed stable density gradients in 
atm.o e r In three 
directions; , one m.ay suspect a stable vertic density 
gr m.ay reduce diffusion in the 
so. 
son and (18) have a physical explanation for 
r in c diffusion by a s gr 
reasoned of is dis 
postition m.ay return to its position before 
it m.ixes sur reason 
r of m.om.entum. is not as great as 
r in of at or m.ass ause parc can 
-17 -
exchange ITlOITlentUITl without of pressure, but in 
o to tr heat or ITlass par of fluid ITlust ITlix with its 
Most inves s to decrease in diffusion 
caused by a stable gradient to Ri, Richardson 
Ri = • 18) 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, and ouloy is the verti 
-
gradient of the priITlary flow which is considered to be horizontal. 
Munk and Anderson (7) suggest the eITlpirical equations: 
_.;1,. 
8 It = (8 A )0 (l + Ri) 2 
Y Y Y Y 
(2. 19) 
and 
8 = (8 )0 (l + 10 Rif~, y y 
where (8 A )0 and (8 )0 are the y y y of 8 :\ y y 
conditions, Ri = Okubo (20) reviews 
investigators. 
(2.20 ) 
8 under y 
suggested by 0 
Because the longitudinal sion coefficient, given 
2. 5 is s '-J.U'ucu to 8 , one y 
be larger for tr for of uniforITl 
density. 
2. 3. 2 Obs 
dir can increase ITlass 
tr currents. Jordaan, and Lin 1) 
obs two fluids of ent in a 
homogeneous 
two 
and 
incre 
s increased with 
(22) and 
ated jets of water 
they found 
difference in 
ambient fluids. 
-18-
and 
discharged 
that the rate of of the 
ence. 
expe 
near a 
spreading of jets increased with 
ature en the s and 
Density-induced velocities also occur in estuaries, where longi-
density gradients exist due to the difference in density between 
salt water from the ocean and fresh water from rivers. Experiments 
in an idealized laboratory estuary by Ippen, Harleman, and Lin (2), 
which are analysed and are described in more detail in Chapter 6, show 
as the difference in density between the water in the ocean and 
incoming river increases, the apparent longitudinal diffusion coefficient 
increases also. Ippen (24) has explained conceptually the effect of 
longitudinal density gradients on the velocity distributions in estuaries, 
and Hansen and Rattray (25) have treated problem analytically. If 
pressure distribution over the vertical is hydrostatic, and if the 
estuary is so variation in density with 
IS pressure is by 
p ::: (d-y) pg. 
If x-axis is pressure gradient is then 
by 
-d) + g ::: - (2.21) 
S ::: - adl ax is water 
-19-
vertical distribution of each of terms in 2.21 are shown in 
2. I for a se water surface. Because pressure 
gradient due to s with and 
because pressure gr due to den gr is zero at 
water and reaches a maximum at bottom, the re 
essure gr near surface and near bottom can in 
opposite directions. result can be an am flow near 
bottom but a downstream flow near the surface. When used in 2.5, 
velocity distributions of this type higher longitudinal diffusion 
coefficients unidirectional velocity distributions with the same 
mean velocity. Because the upstream flow in the lower must 
return seaward in the upper , the flow pattern resembles a 
longitudinal circulation of the primary 
present study investigates the effects of ed 
secondary cir u .... a ... .LVH on lateral mixing in turbulent open-channel flows 
with density gradients. 
y 
{y 9 + S 
e 2. 1 pressure gr 
in an es 
"" d \ 
-20-
3 
EXPERIMENT AL ATUS AND 
3. 1 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS 
Experiments were made in a laboratory flume to observe the 
late mixing of fluids with densities different from that of the 
ambient flow. The objective of the experiments was to obtain data 
for developing and checking techniques for predicting horizontal 
mixing rates in turbulent flows with horizontal density gradients. 
In the experiments, a tracer fluid was introduced continuously 
into uniformly over depth and across some fraction 
of the flume The tracer fluid was introduced into the flume at 
same velocity as the ambient flow in the flume. In most 
expe , the source was located on the fluITle center line, and the 
of the source was small compared width of the 
, in some were serve 
of two 
that part of 
Most 
e par streams, 
cross - section on one 
were 
were greater or 
However, two In 
tracer 
of 
occupied 
flume center 
tracer fluids se s 
of 
were made 
water 
tracer 
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fluids were ss dense than ambient water. All tracer 
fluids were salt water ) solutions. 
tracer s were varied 
densities of the heavy 
salt concentrations. Tracer 
fluids of densi 
a salt-water solution. 
additional amounts of 
were prepared by adding to 
The light tracer fluid s were made by adding 
The tracer fluids were often colored 
with an organic dye to make them visible. 
Distributions of tracer fluid in cros s - sections downstream from 
a source were obtained by taking water samples from points in the 
cros s - sections and by measuring the specific electrical re sistance 
of each sample to determine the tracer concentration in each sample. 
The lateral diffusion of small floats was observed during experi-
ments in which the tracer fluid was neutrally buoyant and also in 
experiments in which no tracer fluid was introduced into the flume. 
The purpose of these experiments was to provide additional data to 
compare the turbulent diffusing characteristics of the flows in the 
s used in this flows in s used by 
investigators. 
expe were conducted in a 
3.2 FLUME 
3. 2. 1 
40-meter- recirculating flume located In sub-basement of 
W. M. Keck Labor of cs and Water Resources. 
Fabrication by Vanoni, Brooks, and 
R ( 26). is schemati In . 3. 1, and 
r SCREEN SECTIOIII 
I I STAlllllESS STEEL 
SIDES 
---4@ 
e 3. 1 
WEIRJ 
-56.fi7m --------- -----------, 
RESERVOIR RETURN LINE 
SECTION A-A 
ENLARGED )(5 STAIIIILESS STEEL SIDES 
GLASS SIDES 
i6-IIIICH CAPS 
----------4004m-----
1II0TE: ARROWS---[)EIIIOTE FLOW PATH 
40 -n1eter .!..Lu..LUO;:: awing et al. 6)). 
I 
N 
N 
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in the In 3.7. bottom of is made of 
s ss ste and is llO cm wide; cal sid are 
61 cm high and are s most of An 
instrument rides on are on tops of 
the s, 
flume is in pivot bearings near its mid-point and 
is supported elsewhere by four s of power-driven screw jacks 
(as shown in Fig. 3. 1). The flume slope is obtained by reading a 
vertical s attached to the flume approximately 17 meters upstream 
from the pivot. The staff was calibrated by observing the slope of 
the flume bottom with respect to a still water leveL 
3.2.2 Water Circulation. Water entered the upstream end of 
the flume through a metal screen (8 mesh/ inch) from a baffled inlet 
was ins at downstream end of tank. An adjus table 
the flume to control tail-water depth" Water flowed over 
weir into an outlet tank. 
The design of the permits a number of 
returning water from the outlet tank to the 
to minimize 
during an 
the 
tank through a 
s in the tracer concentration of 
return system was 
water volume. Water 
and a r drain into 
s for 
tank. In order 
ambient 
to 
st 
of four reservoirs. reservoirs are connected in series 
by short of 10 s. res s a 
of 63 c meters. Water was 
-24-
froITl the 
nOITlinal 8 
pUITlP was 
res is outlet tank, through a 
whi runs , to the 
sepower ITlotor 
Water discharge was 
a contin-
a venturi ITleter No. Q- 6) in the 8 -inch pipe. 16-
inch runs the fluITle was not used for the return 
and was capped near the outlet tank but was allowed to 
water froITl the inlet tank. 
with 
3.2. 3 Rough BottoITl. The bottoITl of the fluITle was ITlade rough 
for SOITle experiITlents by laying expanded ITletal sheets (Fig. 3.2) on 
stainles s steel bottoITl. The sheets. which are nlanufactured for 
use as plastering lath, are ITlade of steel and are galvanized; their 
approxiITlate diITlensions are given in Fig. 3.3. Although the total 
ss is 0.31 cITl,the ,-,-'-u..I..UC is to 
of a solid sheet only O. 025 CITl 
lath was cut into panels 73 CITl by 109 CITl which were 
ins 109 CITl spanning the width of the fluITle. 
to the stainles s steel botoITl with ITlastic 
1/2 s wide 1/8 inches 
ITlastic were about 5 CITl froITl each 
Single 
the 
at 
ITlastic so 
and e ces 
joints between 
on 
resistance of 
data in 
8 CITl long were laid 
s 
were press 
bottoITl. 
bottoITl is 
into 
direction 
s 
JUJi/IIIII)!!1 Plljlll! j!ll/Ill] 
7 
-25-
10116 
Figure 3. 2 Photograph of expanded metal lath 
used for roughness on the bottom 
of the flume. 
0.81 em 
flow dirllCtion 
SECTION A-A 
Figure 3. 3 Dimensioned sketch of metal lath used for 
roughness on bottom of the .L.L'J..LJe.Le 
3.3 WATER 
Water in 
-26-
AND VELO 
could be read to 
were measured 
nearest 0.01 em and 
on ins trument 
gage 
was 
Water s were measured a 1/8 (0. 32-cm) 
diameter pitot- static tube. differences in pressure en 
the dynamic and static ports were measured ctronically with 
a pressure transducer and strip-chart recorder. The system was 
ated by imposing pressures on the transducer with a water 
manometer which could be read to within O. 001 inches (0. 0025 cm). 
difference between calibrations before and after an experiment 
was always less than two percent. 
The pitot- static tube was attached to the traveler of a point 
gage on the instrument carriage for positioning it in the flume. To 
obtain the velocity at a point,the output of the pressure transducer 
was recorded for 30 seconds and was averaged by eye. 
3.4 TRACER FLUID SYSTEM 
3.4. I The tracer fluids were prepared 
in a and were various 
s of sources in 3.4.2 
tank was open at and a capacity of approximately 600 rs. 
tank and associated are s in 3.4. 
water from 
which runs r amounts of s and 
e 3.4 Schematic drawing of the tracer-fluid handling system, 
I 
N 
-J 
any) were 
water out of 
For some 
most 
tank to source in 
water no tracer and 
flume was 
-28-
to tank and were 
tank and r 
was also 
fluid was 
it at 
solution. 
from 
pumping 
top. 
mixing 
However, for some experiments, 
same density as the in 
from the 16 -inch to the source. 
rate to the source was measured with a variable area 
ter (Keck Lab. No. Q-29) and was regulated with a gate 
A shutoff ball valve was put in series with the regulating 
valve for convenience. 
3.4.2 Sources. The tracer sources in the flume were designed 
to distribute the tracer uniformly over the depth and across some 
s were also designed to cause 
minimum dis ambient ee designs were 
used: one design was us the narrow sources, 1 ern and 2 ern 
wide; a second de was used for 
inte sources; and 
wide source in tracer was 
110-
3. 4. 2. 1 
12. 5-cm- and 20-cm-wide 
design was used for 
stributed over one of 
narrow I-ern 
source, is in Fig. 3. 5, was a verti 
manifold 
downstre 
en two ve 
of thin 
edge. 
e 
s were 
s 
at appr 
was a 
in 
Figure 3. 5 
10109 
I-ern-wide source. 
10 14 
ce. 
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0.3 ern a vertical s near the bottom and 
about 1 ern hi water were 
covered with 
diameter 
diameter. A 
tic s were made a l/8-inch-
hole was enlarged to a 3/1 
wire screen was placed in front of the 
manifold to up jets from manifold. 
galvanized s 
downstream 
generated by 
were made of 24-gage (0.028 
sheet. They were 1 ern apart and par at the 
but met to form a sharp edge at the upstream end. 
of this source was 25 ern. The surface waves 
s shape were les s than O. 15 cm high and were not 
much ger than the waves made by a single piece of sheet metal 
to the flow. 
ge 1- ern-wide source was equal to the 
discharge a ve strip in the centr part 
of distribution at mouth of source 
was obse to uniform over 
downstream end of source was located 15 meters downstream 
from screen in box of the 
A 2-cm-wide source, 61 cm long,was cons similar to 
l-cm source. ver, 2 - ern-wide source was used 
in an experiment to observe diffusion of 
s. 
and 20-cm. 
between two 
3.4.2.2 
sources were 
-31-
The 12.5-cm.-
m.anifold 
walls were 
open at each end to allow the water in to flow between 
them.. A tracer fluid from. m.ixing tank was sprayed by 
onto the surface of 
walls. This design did not r 
water between the guide 
e m.ixing, storing, and pum.ping 
large volum.es of wa~er as would be required if the sources were 
constructed in the sam.e way as the narrow sources. The 20-cm.-
wide source is shown in Fig. 3. 6. 
The sam.e guide walls were used for both sources. They were 
91. 5 cm. long, 20. 3 cm. high, and were m.ade from. 18- gage (0. 049-
inch) stainless steel sheet. The walls were fastened to m.etal rods 
of proper length which held apart and upright. The contact 
between the guide walls and the rough lath bottom. was sealed with 
m.astic. Plastic tape was used to seal the contact between the guide 
walls and 
An inverted T- shaped m.anifold was fabricated for each source. 
vertical stem. was a short piece of brass pipe which was 
s er to of a cross cross-
piece was a piece of brass tubing which was 
at ends. of ce was 
of source. in each 
a of holes of 
-32-
cross- ceo s were 1.25cm In manifold 
for -cm-wide source, and 0.65 cm 
2 5-cm source. s were appr 
manifold for 
0.25 cm 
diameter; s were made 
ends in order to 
ger near center 
and near tracer concentration 
distribution more ne 
rates 
uniform across the source. 
se s were the same or ss 
flow rates through the ,manifold in the narrow I-ern-wide 
source. The combination of these flow rates and manifold port 
sizes produced jets which penetrated the water to give sufficient 
over the depth but did not excessively disturb the flow. The 
s were tilted slightly to give the jets a small downstream 
component of momentum to oppose the hydraulic resistance of the 
from 
to 
on The earn s of 
for both these sources were 17.8 meters downstream 
screen in 
Almost all 
t box. 
with I-cm -, 12. 5-cm-, and 20-cm-
sources were conducted with the sources on the center line of 
To test applic of data from the 
in an is discharged along bank of a 
stream, a 0 cm-wide source was ed against 
of Data frorn s source were ed 
as if were a of 20-em-wide source. 
10 -ern-wide source was constructed a similar 
-33-
to se used in 12. 5-cm- and 20-cm-wide sources, but using 
only one , which was plac 
of flume. 
3.4.2.3 
experiments oc half the width of 
10 cm from 
widest source used in the 
liO-cm-wide flume. 
s source was used to s of two wide par streams 
of the same depth and flowing with the same velocity but having 
different concentrations or densities. This wide source, shown 
in Fig. 3. 7, was made by partitioning the flume along part of its 
length with a longitudinal dividing wall and spraying a tracer into 
one side of the flume. Because of the symmetry of the apparatus, 
one can observe simultaneously in one experiment the mixing of a 
heavy fluid into a light one, and a light fluid into a heavy one. 
The dividing wall was 7.3 meters long and 20 cm high. The 
upstream end was 5. 3 meters downstream from the screen in the 
inlet box of the wall was made from ee pieces of 18 - gage 
(0. 049 galvanized ste sheet which were put end to end. Each 
sheet was stiffened by bending top at a right angle to form a 
narrow flange. was ally braced 60 cm by 
wedging wooden struts between and 
Leakage under the wall was prevented by s 
and smooth bottom 
and bottom was s 
s of 
the contact between 
contact 
mastic. 
10048 
e 3. 7 gr down the flume. 
for the wide source 
the manifold is on 
I 
10034 
Figure 3. 8 The manifold source. 
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tracer was from a manifold into flume 
on downstream) of wall. 
can be seen in Fig. 3. 7 and in more tail in 3.8, 
was 1 meter downstream from the upstream 
edge of the tracer was sprayed into flume through 
four fan - shaped, s. flow rate each 
sprinkler was regulated with a right angle globe valve. 
The discharge, from the s s into the flume hindered the 
free flow of water down the flume on the left side of the splitter wall. 
Equal flow rates on both sides of the wall were obtained by slightly 
hindering the flow on the right side of the wall also. For this purpose 
a I-inch by 3/16 -inch galvanized steel bar was laid flat on the bottom 
across the right half of the flume at the upstream end of the dividing 
wall. 
One can see in Fig. 3.8 that discharge from the sprinklers 
caused a major disturbance to the flow. This disturbance decayed 
and 
reached 
3.5 FLUID 
Water s 
tracer di 
velocity profiles became re-es shed befo re the 
end di viding 
from to 
in eros s - sections downstream from 
source. For this purpose a suction s was 
in a cross-cons 
s 
s tubes 
was 
s 
of s 
tem 
, a pressure 
at 40 
of 8 r of 5 
to hold rack of 40 test 
s in which 
reservoir to 
s 
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s were c , a vacuum pump and a 
a compressed air source to purge 
s control valves and 
s rake (see Fig. 3.9 and 3. 10) was made from 
L- shaped brass tubes and a bracket. The tubes had a l/8-inch 
outside diameter and a O. 085 inch inside diameter. The vertical 
positions of the tubes were adjustable in the brackets. The brackets 
were clamped onto a rectangular ste bar which was suspended across 
from instrument carriage. The lateral positions of the 
rakes could be changed by sliding them along the bar, and they could 
be clamped to the bar with a thumb screw. The lateral 
coordinate s of r 
was 
was laid on 
s. 
s were read to 
bottom of 
nearest O. 1 cm on a s 
bar and also on a s 
e at the tips of the sampling 
water samples were collected in 40 test tubes contained 
in a pres sure box was mounted on top of the instrument 
c (see 3. 10). test tubes contained 
pressure box was 35ml s s 
with a ste bottom and 
one could see 
short 
e 
ces of 1/8 
test 
s to s 
s but a transparent 
test tubes were full. 
brass 
of trans 
s. 
ated 
tic so 
s made from 
tic top 
connected 
I 
10041 10046 
Fi e 3.9 A saITlpling rake. Figure 3. 10 The pressure box and s s 
on the instruITlent carriage. 
pressure inside 
-38-
box made positive or negative 
as c a ee mounted on ssed 
ai at . 5 atmo es was a pres sure re 
a central compressed air source in atory. Suction 
up to one atmo was supplied from a 13 reservoir which 
was ly a vacuum pump. A 
was us to rate at which air was sucked out of the box. 
pressure in box was negative,water flowed into the 
tubes and discharged into the test tubes. When the pressure 
was positive, the water in the sampling lines was forced back into 
The lengths of tubing used in each of the sampling lines 
were identical so that the flow rate through each sampling line was 
same. 
3. 6 SAMPLE ANALYSIS 
3.6. 1 The NaCl concentrations 
in water samples were determined by measuring the specific 
resistances atures of the s s, and calculating 
concentrations using published data which relates the spe c 
resistance to Na concentration and e. This concent-
ration was used to c a 
respect to concentration of in 
accuracy of this is discuss in 
Subsection 3. 6. 2 
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specific resistance of e sample was measured with an 
c bridge (Model RG 16) and pipette c Gl) both 
manufactur by Industrial Instruments, Inc, Because the specific 
resistance of a solution is a function of rature, the samples 
were put into a constant temperature bath to analysis. All 
samples from anyone expe were analyzed within O. 10 C of 
some arbitrary reference temperature, which was usually close 
to the room temperature, 21 0 G. The specific resistance of a 
o 
sample at IS G was calculated from the measured specific resistance 
and temperature by using the formula 
[ 
0 0 0 l R ISO = RTo / 1-(0.020/ G) (T -18 )~ , (3. J ) 
o 0 
where R 180 and RTo are the specific resistances at IS and T G, 
respectively. The temperature coefficient O. 020/ o G is an average 
value for NaGl solutions o 0 tween 18 and 25 G. 3. 1, a 
of NaGl concentrations and their logarithms as a function of specific 
resistances at 180 G and their logarithms, was prepared from data 
in Ref. 27, 6, p 233, The NaGl concentrations of the samples 
were calculated by using linear interpolation in the logarithmic 
columns of this This inte s was used because 
it is more accurate ar interpolation in the arithmetic 
and is more than us hi r order schemes. 
When using Table 3. 1 it is necessary to assume that Na 
is only present in a water s affects its 
spe resistance. Because water dis 
-40-
3. 1 resistance at 180 C as a 
of concentration. 
NaCl Concentration Specific Resistance 
c Log 10 c Log 10(R 1So) R 1SO 
10-3 mole s lUte r ohm·crn 
O. I -1.00000 4.96706 92695.0 
0.2 -0.69897 4.66715 46468.0 
0.5 -0.30103 4.27184 18700.0 
1.0 0.00000 3.97359 9410.0 
2.0 0.30103 3.67651 4748.0 
5.0 0.69897 3.28592 1931. 6 
10.0 1. 00000 2.99260 983.1 
20.0 1.30103 2: 70157 503.0 
50.0 1.69897 2.32098 209.4 
100.0 2.00000 2.03703 108.9 
200.0 2.30103 1.75679 57.12 
500.0 2.69897 1. 39375 24.76 
1000.0 3.00000 1. 12969 13.48 
2000.0 3.30103 0.88829 7.732 
3000.0 3.47712 0.77159 5.910 
4000.0 3.60206 0.76849 5.868 
3.2 from tests to check accuracy of technique for 
relative concentrations. 
Tracer Fluid Ai Tracer Fluid Ba 
--
Actual Concentration Calculated Actual Concentration Calculated 
Relative from Relative Relative from Relative 
Concentration Table 3. 1 ConeentT ation Concentration Table 3. 1 Concentration 
C c C C c C 
10 -3 moles IEter 10-3 moles/liter 
1 174 0.9096 I 587 0.9965 
O. 1000 30.4 0.0994 0.1000 68.0" 0.1000 
0.0500 Z 1. 7" 0.0500 0.0100 15.8 0.0099 
0.0200 16.4 0.0199 0.0010 10.7 0.0010 
0.0100 14.7 0.0102 0.0001 10.2 0.0001 
0.0040 13.6 0.0040 0 10.1"* 0 
0.0010 13.0 0.0006 
a 12.9"* a 
1 Tracer fluid rnade by adding approximately 10.3 gm Z Tracer fluid made by adding 34.2 gm Na Cl to water 
NaCl and (l0. 3 ) • (3. 88)=40. a methyl alcohol to make 1.000 liters of solution. 
to water to I .. 000 liters of 
* Concentration Cdt 
* Concentration Cdt 
** Concentrations c 
a 
and Cd Concentrations c
a 
and Cd 
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salts was used in , and because and methyl 
were s added to tracer s, assumption 
1S not true. data in Subsection 3.6.2 show that 
errors introduced into this study by use of 3. 1 are 
smalL 
For the purpo se of this study, only the l' concentrations 
of tracer in the samples were required; absolute NaCl concentr 
were not needed. Tp.e scale for the relative concentration was 
usually chosen so that the concentration of the ambient fluid was 
zero and the concentration of the tracer fluid in the mixing tank 
was unity. The relative concentration, C, of a sample was defined 
by the expression 
C = 
c - c 
a 
c - c t a 
(3.2) 
where c, c
a 
and c
t 
are the apparent NaCl concentrations of the 
fluid sample, the ambient fluid, and the tracer fluid in the mixing tank. 
In the experiments with two wide parallel streams, C was redefined 
so that it equalled for one stream and zero for the other. 
Both c and c were obtained by measuring 
a 
of s and using 3. I; 
spe 
from resistance of a tracer s 
given 
resistances 
was 
reasons 
e Na concentrations in tracer s were 
specific resistances were and were difficult 
to measure accur bridge and c were us 
so concentrations of rn.e 
tracer fluids had rn.easur 
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alcohol in 
on the 
buoyant 
resistances 
of se s. e, tracer s were 20 or 
5 to to raise 
and to rn.inirn.ize 
resistances of 
rn.easur ,and 
specific resistances to ac 
s of alcohol. The specific 
tr acer fluid and were 
NaCl concentrations were obtained frorn. Table 3. 1. 
NaCl concentration of the tracer 
forrn.ula 
, c
t
, was calculated with 
(3. 3 ) 
e and cd are the NaCl concentrations of the diluted tracer 
and the diluting fluid, and D is the dilution ratio defined as 
of diluted tracer divided by the volurn.e of the 
tracer fluid. 
3.2 to 
3. 6. 2 
te 
for several 
of te 
concentration 
r 
rent tracers. 
by 3.3 was used in 
concentration, C. 
accuracy of above 
concentration, was tested 
tests showed that accuracy 
2 percent of concentr 
= O. 03) observed in a cross-section. re of 
two of se tests are 
In e test 
c resistance of 
ac to 
in 3.2. 
of a tracer were prepared. 
was rn.easured, and C was 
e ln prec section. 
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Tracer A was a neutr 
to water 
tracer made by adding 
Tracer B s and 
was a dense tracer fluid made s to water. 
accuracy was 
se tracers. 
over most of range 0 < C < 0 1 for both of 
apparent error at C = 0.0010 for tracer A is 
to poor re c - in 3. 2. 
accuracy at C = 1 for tracer A was poor because of the of 
on 
good over the 
concentr 
specific resistance of accuracy was 
range of C for tracer B because higher s 
gave r resolutions at lower values of C and 
because there was no alcohol in the tracer fluid to cause errors 
at the high value s of C. 
<-J..U'UC;L.L tests were made to more specifically 
effects on 
tests showed that the 
at the in s s 
resistances 
were not 
experiments. 
3. 7 MEASUREMENTS OF FLUID DENSITY 
in 
gr 
en 0.9 
e 
source, Pl' 
was 
tracer 
from measurements of 
~_.,. __ .. ,.., tank and 
were 
s of 
and 1. 038 were measured 
dis-
a 
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in increments 0.001 and 
l' nearest O. s s range 
water from 
s range or specific gr 
a a range but in incre-
ments of 0.005 and read to nearest O. 001. 
and 
an 
In 
from 
efore, in 
to 
In 
as a re 
mined 
gr 
were dis 
from 
s 
in 
s of in 
could always be determined 
than two of the difference. 
narrow I-cm-wide source, 
was discharged undiluted from the source. 
se experiments difference 6p = Pl -P
a 
was 
wider sources, tracer 
of 
s from 
from 
s of 
en 
sand 
sources. 
sources; 
were too small to 
specific 
tracer s 
e, 6p was 
in 
from 
source; and a gr 
salt water and fresh water as a 
concentr was prepared from data 
s 
in R 28 p.l 9. 
IneasureInents of 
ate 
to a 
concentration was 
s 
froIn 
ration equal to 
by 
3.8 
3. 8. 1 
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was 
of 
used to 
tracer 
froIn 
s. To 
ents, a concentration corre 
was 
r 
source. 
to 
PROCEDURES 
froIn 
concentration of 
was read 
corre to a concent-
accuracy of t::,p deterInined 
than 4 percent. 
In preparation for an experiInent, uniforIn 
flow was established in the and the tr acer was prepared 
in tank. UniforIn flow was e 
of 
in 
ed 
downstreaIn of 
eaIn froIn 
Because was at 
ted upstreaIn trOIn this 
to pUInp water froIn 16 to source 
was es 
proper for uniforIn at a 
and was and error in 
rate 
proper grade 
weir. 
pUInp was used 
uniforIn 
dis ge 
s did not vary , nor 
was it a of source, if any, in Losses 
c s s not me 
tracer was prepar mixing tank 
water to of one of several r ence marks on 
of A 
to the water, 
times was 
amount of s 
solution was 
and any) were 
thoroughly. Some-
The specific gravities water samples 
from and from the mixing tank were measured. If 
was supposed to be neutrally buoyant, a small 
s tracer 
s to assure 
ature 
of 
o C of 20. 5 
in 
3. 8. 2 
s 
start of an 
s in 
s 
s 
was into a beaker of quiescent water 
motion of the dyed tracer was 
two s were the same 
of water in and the tracer 
were measured in In 
of water in was 
ature of water in 
from of 
C. 
s were set 
s 
same and were not ~~~~~"E> 
s in a were 
water 
positions 
e 
ser 
in the r 
largest. In 
were spac ser to 
and consi 
:ments neutr 
a tracer fluid 
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e concentration 
e tracers 
botto:m of 
were 
s 
For 
s sa:me was used in 
tracers. In 
s were 
two 
ser to r near 
spacing of S a..LLLI-".L.L.LL~ s in a cross-section 
eros s - section. tracer in 
In the sources of narrow and 
,the rakes were spaced approxi:mately across that 
of the cross-se o by the tr ac e r plu:me. In the 
with the wide source,the rakes were distributed across 
zone between the two :mas ses. 
tracer 
widths at 
fro:m 
or zone was esti:mated in advance fro:m 
eros s - sections sa:me or fro:m 
s e 
obs a too narrow. 
3. 8. 3 pr were 
s de 
cross-s tank 
source into about one , whi was 
for in to re a s 
state, pressure box test tubes for water s 
was under po pressure to out water present in 
s 
s lines. under vacuum and water 
from s. Just water 
was about to be dis 
box was 
up into 
into s, box was 
To assure l' positive pres sure to pur ge 
s to not s 
s were filled and purged at s water was 
to into test s. rate at which air was l' 
from pressure box was regulated so water entered 
s 
s 
s 
was 
at a velocity equal to or ss than free stream 
About 20 s s were ed to fill the test tubes. When 
s were box was put positive pressure to 
and the tr 
out of 
pump was shut off. The test 
pressure box and an empty set was 
carriage was to a ent cross - section, 
s were l' across the 
was repeated. 
s were from to 
concentration in a cross - se a 100 ml sample 
from source to 
tracer concentration of in concent-
ration of 20 seconds l' to 
s s were too to 
3.9 
3. 
to 
a 
had a 
WITH FLOA 
into 
at 
were xnade 
95; a s 
particles pas s a No. 5 
were retained on a No. 6 sieve (0. 33 
s were into 
TICLES 
and 
, and a 
downstreaxn. 
in 
e for 
s 
3. 11. 
396-cxn-diaxn. ) and 
). 
The of the was about 1 cxn above 
through a 
water surface. 
s were always onto center of at 
of 
used. no source was in 
source, if one were being 
the particles were introduced 
a 
shown in 
( 7 ), and 
Chang (5). 
15 xneters 
were 
3. 12, was cons 
It was 104 cxn 
bottoxn of 
axn froxn the 
to 
cxn 
was 
e xnesh (8 xnesh 
a screen was 
of 26-gage 
of was 
screen. 
in 
se used by Orlob 
froxn one 
to 
of 
of 
s, 
e 3. 12 
10032 
3. 11 Sample of polyethylene particles used in study of 
lateral diffusion at the free surface. 
10040 
collector; the compartments are 1 cm 
I 
U1 
o 
ass was su 
bottom 
downstream. was 
from 
-5 
instrument carriage across 
r A 
screen and remained in 
one until purpo s r 
3. 9. 2 
observe 
flow was es 
water was 
In preparation for to 
of at free surface, uniform 
If a tracer source were in 
from 16 to source. 
flume slope. water scharge. and water depth were adjusted 
with in by following the procedures 
des in Section 3.8. collector had a small 
on water 
had to changed in 
into 
were caught in 
The 
was repeated 
s were 
moved to a 
was ted, 
e. 
r to maintain uniform 
s were 
of 3 to 5 seconds 
of the weir 
upstream from 
indi vidually 
50 to 80 
at some cross - section downstream. 
out of and 
was counted and r 
into s process 
of 400 
at a cross-section. ctor was 
ent cross - se 
s were at new 
in 
data from 
, (J2 , of 
s 
cross - section. The 
were us to 
of particles colleded 
and velocity were used to 
coefficients, which are presented in Chapter 
ervations during the experiments showed that the 
c dol" was capable of holding 50 to 80 s without seriously 
the flow pattern in front of colle dol" and without 
move from one compartment to another. 
obs so s at 
3 to 5 second far enough apart so that the 
was statistic independent of 
motion 
was a 
a 
s. 
s 
"J..L.L.LCl'''''''JJ..L of (J2 but 
s 
a poorer es 
statistic 
at a cross-s 400, 
more and a 
e s s effort but 
motion of were 
motion of all s, error in 
of can estimated from 
tical s of 
norm.al 
s 
stribution (see e. g. 
approxim.ate form.ulae 
984-985); the results of 
-53-
s of s 
error in (J2 as a 
s 
from. 
) p. 
s taken from. a 
of 
-square 
5, and sand 
Abram.owitz and Stegun (30) p. 941, 
c are in 3. 3. 
The num.ber 400 was selected observing data 
in this table. 
Table 3. 3 Probability that the error in (J2 is exceeded as a 
s 
function of the num.ber of particles collected. 
Num.ber Er r 0 r 
Parti s ±5% ±10% ±15% ±25% 
100 O. 70 0.47 0.28 0.09 
200 0.60 O. 31 o. 14 0.02 
400 0.47 o. 16 0.04 <0.01 
800 O. 31 0.05 <0.01 <0.01 
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4 
DATA 
Experimental data are presented in the three sections of this 
In the first section,the c data for the flows used 
in experiments are given; in the second, data from the experiments 
performed to observe lateral mixing of fluids are presented; in the 
data from the experiments with floating particles are given. 
4.1 HYDRAULIC DATA 
Five rent were used in The 
se flows is given in Table 4. 1 and a 
data in each is given below. 
1. I flow 
condition codes in Col. 1 are introduced e for convenient use 
s S or R the "n-",.,.¥> was s ss 
s bottom was metal 
4. L 2 water depth given in 3 is 
average of 10 or more measurements made axis 
average was r from one 
to next to at 
some of individual average more 
Table 4. 1 SUITunary of hydraulic data. 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Flow Shear Metered Discharge Difference Velocity in 
Condition Bottom Depth Slope Velocity Discharge Velocity Between Central 60 cm 
Code COInputed of Flume 
d S (cms /sec) (em! sec) and 
-Metered U 
(cm) (cm/ sec) Discharges 
(ern/sec) 
SI stainless 4.05 0.000961 196 15,300 34.4 2.6% 35.4" 
steel 
plate 
S2 stainless 6.55 0.000803 2.27 31,600 43.8 3.60/0 45.2':'" 
steel 
plate 
S3 stainless 11. 1 0.000432 2.17 54, 500 44.6 1.8% 46.0 
steel 
plate 
Rl 3.90 0.00391 3.86 15,300 35.7 1.4% 37.3 
(4.05) (3.94) (34.4) (35.9) 
RZ rough 6.40 0.00284 4.23 31,600 44.8 4,8% 45.9 
lath (6.55 ) (4.28) (43.8) (44.8) 
Average of four experiments 
Average of tv;;o experiments 
Numbers in parentheses are data from experiments with rough lath bottom uncorrected for blockage. 
-
(10) ( 1) 
von Karman's Friction 
k Factor 
,u",' 2 f=8 .,' 
\- / 
U 
0.405 0.0246 
0.359 0.0202 
0.389 0.0178 
0.355 0.0854 
(0.311 ) (0.0963 ) 
0.370 0.0680 
(0.373) (0.0731 ) 
(\2) 
Reynolds 
Number 
4 ;:;-...,£ 
V 
5.78x104 
1. 19x ,5 
2. ,5 
5.87x ,4 
1. 18xl05 
(13 ) 
Froude 
Number 
_u_ 
0.562 
O. 564 
0.441 
0.601 
(0.569) 
0.580 
(0.560) 
I 
U1 
U1 
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than . 10 cm because of s in e mean 
position of a wavy water but mos 
bottom. 
cause of warps 
s ss ste 
measured in was distance 
and however, for those 
s distance was by 
subtracting O. 15 cm in order to cross-sectional area 
for caused by lath in the lower O. 31 cm of the cros s-
section (see Fig. 3.3). Better agreement between data from experi-
ments smooth bottom and data from experiments with the 
bottom was obtained when the corrected depth was used in 
IS in 
I' s 
5. Similar corrections have been made by 
s who studied flow over very rough surfaces. 
for 
corrected 
parameters 
in par sese 
4. 1. 3 
energy 
and bottom of 
Fig. 1. 
dete 
still water 
tein and (31), and Taylor (32 
In Col. 3 and are used in the 
parameters. For son, 
the uncorr are 
s given in 4 is of 
of water 
A S2 is shown in 
bottom in 1 was 
stance bottom and a 
accur of is mos 
14- 14 
13 13 
~ 
12 12 
em 
II I 
U1 
-J 
----
.Y , 
0 
I 
5 
4'-' --
1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 
DOWNSTREAM FROM FLUME INLET, IN eM 
Figure 4. 1 Profiles of energy grade line, water surface, and flume bottom 
for flow S2. 
in 
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accuracy of measurement of 
in a distance of 20 meters. 
2000 cm = ±O. 000020. 
4. .4 bottom 
5 was c from the expression 
= JgdS , 
in water surface 
error is about 
is valid for channels but gives values slightly 
used for of cause of the 
(4. 1) 
on side 
1.S discharge 
in 6 is the sum of the discharge entering the upstream end of 
, which was measured with the venturi meter, and the 
dis from mixing tank, which was measured with 
to e of sources, 
st, was about I 
st source was about 3 percent of 
sum is governed 
is 
error in the 
ss than 1 percent. 
flow to 
meter 
in 7 was 
of 
• 6 
in 
measured the s 
cross-se 
occurred, was 
and from 
is 
110 cm . 
from 
metered dis 
s 
gee 
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Cross - sections of i for of 
are presented in 4. 2, and some verti s for 
s S 1 and R 1 ar e in Fig. 4_ 3. 
ver s spac 
4 to 10 cm centr and closer to 
near s at 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 
from S8 bottom were averaged to estimate 
average velocity for e pr se average s 
were by the depth and integrated across 60 cm 
of the flum e to a dis ge through part of the cross-section. 
The discharge through the total cross-section was calculated in 
same way. Because c total discharge was always a 
few percent greater than the metered dis ge (by amount 
shown in 8) , se s ge is 
more accurate, discharge through centr 60 cm of the 
flume was carre subtr acting percentage shown in Col. 8. 
s corrected dis centr 60 cm of the 
was used to mean velocity, u, in Col. 9. 
4. 1. 7 s of von Karman IS k were cal-
2 s s of pr drawn 
on s c coordinates, and in 5-
,P 
k = 2. 3u"j in u per ) . 2) 
-,-
s in 0 are aver cm 
of cros s - section. s 10 s of k 
for S and R are In Fig. 4. 3. 
5 FLOW 51 
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~ 
40 
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z 
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<5 
0' 
0 
i= 
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LATERAL COORDINATE, Z , IN eM 
4.2 Cross - sections of flume showing isovels 25 meters downstream from 
Crosses de points city was obs For R 1 and R2, y is 
lneasured from a 0.15 cm ss steel bottom. 
. 
w 
~ 
z 
o 
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o 
o 
U 
...J 
<[ 
u 
i= 
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W 
> 
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e 4. 3 Velocity profiles observed 25 meters downstream from the 
(a) Flow Sl, (b) Flow R 1. The lateral coordinate z is 
from the flume center ,and k is von Karman's constant. 
R 1, y is measured from a plane O. 15 cm above the s ss 
bottom. 
0' 
>-' 
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4. 1. 8 friction factors in 11 
were with 
3) 
were 5 and 9, respectively. Data 
from experiments with over plain stainless ste bottom 
this boundary is in transition between hydraulically 
smooth and rough. The equivalent sand grain roughness for the 
s boundary is about O. 013 cm. Data from experiments 
with the rough lath bottom showed that this boundary is hydraulically 
rough. equivalent sand grain roughness for the lath is about 
1. 1 cm but is a function of the water depth. 
4. 1. 9 Reynolds Number and Froude Number. The Reynolds 
numbers in Col. II and Froude numbers in Col. 12 were calculated 
using the depths in Col. 3 and the velocities in Col. 9. A viscosity 
-2 2 0 
of O. 991 x 10 cm I sec, which is the scosity of water at 20. 5 C, 
was used in the c of Reynolds numbers. 
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4. 2 WITH FLUID TRACERS 
4. 2. 1 In this se data are presented from 
experiments to observe lateral of tracer s 
of rent densities. most analyses and etations 
of the data are given in Chapter 5, this section includes the methods 
used to reduce the basic data to obtain some of the dependent integral 
parameters which are used in the subs analyses. 
Because of the large volume of the data, the concentrations 
observed at all the points in all the experiments are not included 
in this text. Instead, these data have been made available in Ref. 1 
(Technical Memorandum 70-3 of the W. M. Keck Laboratory of 
aulics and Water Resources, California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, California 91109). A sample of the data from one of 
the experiments, as given in Memorandum, is given in this 
section. Also, s s of reduced data from various experiments 
including most of the different cases studied, are presented graph-
ically in this section. se data concentration 
distributions in cross-sections, al distributions of the depth-
averaged concentrations, and vertical concentration s. The 
variances of dis of depth-averaged 
concentrations, and aver of for 
al concentration distributions are presented for 
in this section because form basis for 
es In 5. 
A list of made tracer s with some of 
parameters is in 2. 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
120 
121 
122 
125 
127 
128 
129 
130 
136 
137 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
147 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
156 
157 
158 a 
160' 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
51 
51 
51 
53 
53 
52 
53 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
Table 4.2 List of 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
l.n 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
1.0 
20.C 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
'" Q. 
-Q. 
<l 
0.0160 
0.0160 
o 
o 
0.0307 
0.0304 
o 
0.0158 
0.0318 
o 
0.0159 
-0.0158 
0.0078 
0.0453 
o 
0.00088 
o 
0.on1S8 
0.00238 
0.00487 
0.00270 
0.00373 
-0.0164 
o 
0.00079 
0.00'186 
o 
0.00121 
o 
o 
0.00132 
0.00283 
0.00431 
68.84.111,131 
III 
111 
67.83.1110130 
III 
III 
106 
106 
1060164 
82.102.1 13 
113 
69.85.111.132 
113 
106 
108 
108 
lOB 
108,164 
lOB 
108 
108 
108 
106 
B8.112 
112 
112 
lI2 
124 
124 
124 
120 
120 
124 
120 
123 
123 
123 
120 
> 0 denotes tracer fluids more dense than axnbient fluid~ 
o denotes tracer fluids less dense than ambient fluid. 
:a Data [rom these experiments not used in ;:tnalyses. 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
170 
171 
172 
175 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
183 
192 
193 
194 
195 
19b 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
with tracer fluids. 
51 
51 
SI 
51 
51 
SI 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
R2 
82 
A2 
R2 
Rl 
RI 
Al 
R2 
R2 
R2 
82 
Rl 
RI 
RI 
RI 
Rl 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
2XI0 
2XIO 
2XIO 
WIDE 
WIDE 
WIOE 
WIDE 
WIDE 
WIDE 
WIDE 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
WIDE 
WIDE 
wIDE 
WIDE 
WIDE 
0.00636 
o 107 
0.00138 107 
0.00275 107.164 
0.00414 107 
o 107 
0.00543 107 
o 109 
0.00145 109 
0.00414 109 
o 110 
o 
0.00057 liD 
0.00114 110 
0.00173 110 
0.00232 
O.002Ab 110 
o lib 
o lib 
0.OS4S 116 
0.0360 116 
o 114 
0.0388 114 
0.0756 114 
o 117 
0.00263 117 
0.00406 117 
0.00571 117 
o 115 
o 115 
0.00432 115 
0.00861 115 
0.0114 115 
126 
121 
121 
121 
125 
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4.2.2 
l' concentr C, of tracer fluid in each of s 
an e 
in 3. were done on a digital 
computer. The gi ving the concentration 
at each of 
typical 
made up of 
40 in e cross-section for a 
113, is shown in 4. Ref. 1 is 
tables for experiments. The longitudinal 
coordinate x is measured from the downstream end of the source, 
y is the distance above the stainless s bottom of the flume, and 
z is measured laterally, usually from the center line of the source. 
The rows labeled AVE., and C. V. are depth-averaged concent-
rations, and coefficients of variation for the vertical concentration 
,respectively. The precise d used 
of both se s is given later. 
concentration distributions in cross - sections downstream 
from the I-cm-wide source are shown for three expe in 
Fig. 4.4, 5, and 4. 6. The hydraulic conditions three 
experiments were same; ence s in density 
between 
shown in 
were 
tracer 
4.4, s of 
In 
and tracer 
variation in tracer concentration over de 
was small in cross - sections 500 cm or more downstream from 
source, tracer spr over a greater 
in upper of ln 
116, 
s 
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4.3 table from Ref. l. AVE is -averaged 
concentration; C. V. is of variation for 
concentration dis 
E)(PERPIENT NO. U3 
RElAT \iE CONCENTRATIONS AT )(= 200 C':NHMETERS 
l leMI -14.0 -9.0 -4.0 0.0 2.0 1:>.0 11.0 11.0 
'f ICM5 
c.o 0.00(11 0.0048 O.(H21 1),(1131 o.ouo 0.0091 0.0011 0.0001 
4.0 0.0020 0.0183 0.on5 0.0251 0.02b3 0.0322 0.0082 0.0002 
2.5 0.0054 ()'0481 0.Ob45 0.0432 0.0454 0.0025 0.1)!"'6 0.0002 
1.5 0.0014 0.0816 0.0934 0.0625 0.0053 0.0890 0.03B 0.000 .. 
0.5 0.0089 0.1183 0.1261 0.0914 0.0995 0.H64 0.0419 0.0003 
AilE. 0.0043 0.0462 0.0560 0.0430 0.0442 0.05,,4 0.0111:> 0.0002 
C.II. 0.1130 0.8659 O.l:>ald 0.0556 0.6604 O.oScc 0.a085 0.3928 
RElAll \IE CONCENTRAHONS AT )(= 500 CEIIITlIH:fERS 
l IeMI -2 ... 0 -16.0 -8.0 0.0 ",.0 12.0 20.0 28.0 
'{ !eMI 
b.O Ci.0005 0.00S2 0.0205 0.02!" O.Ol~l 0.1)159 0.0022 0.0 
4.0 D.0001 0.0134 0.0302 0.031"< 0.0311 0.0211 0.0026 O.OOO! 
2. :; O.OOlO 0.CH51 0.039" 0.0410 0.0 .. 03 0.02S1 0.003 .. 0.0 
1.5 0.0010 0.0113 0.0,,44 0.0 .. 51 0.0451 0.0325 0.003:' 0.0 
0.5 D.OOU 0.0182 0.0416 0.0419 0.0482 0.0.349 0.0040 0.0 
AilE. O.ooos O.Ol)9 0.03 .. 6 0.0357 0.0351 0.02:U 0.0030 0.0000 
C. II. 0.2921 J.2533 0.2Sit1 0.21 .. 2 0.2090 0.2132 0.,,188 1.1>",85 
RElAT! VE: CJNCENTRATIONS .Ill X= 1000 CENTHIHERS 
l ICMI -25.0 -16.0 -8.0 0.0 4.0 ll.0 20.0 32.0 
y ICMI 
6.0 ".0035 0.1)1 .. 4 0.0241 0.0296 0.0219 O.Olal o.oou. 0.0008 
4.0 0.0039 0.011:>5 0.021 .. O.(BH 0.029Sl 0.021h 0.00.!!4 0.Oill4 
2.5 0.0042 0.0183 0.0292 0.0331 0.0310 0.0220 0.0099 o.OOOS 
1.5 0.0042 0.0180 0.0291:1 0.0333 0.0.319 0.0.B4 O.CO'>'> O.OOH 
0.5 0.0043 0.0180 0.030S 0.0329 0.0311 0.0241 0.0101 0.00(;8 
AilE:. 0.0040 o.(ncs 0.0280 0.0::118 0.0303 O.Ol!'> 0.0090 0.0010 
C. II. 0.0136 0.0895 0.0163 0.0444 0.0491 O.lOl~ 0.H23 \).2553 
RHATIIiE CONCENTRATiUNS AT X= 1500 Ct:NHMEiERS 
l ICMI -36.0 -24.0 -12.0 0.0 b.O 18.0 30.0 4l.0 
CM 
".a 0.000" 0.0059 0.0188 0.0219 0.0.258 0.0122 w.OO22 0.0001 
4.0 0.0006 0.0061 o. 0.0219 0.0259 0.01.23 0.0025 0.0001 
2.5 0.000& 0.001>6 o. 0.0283 0.021>2 0.0131 0.002<:> 0.0 
1.5 0.0009 0.0009 0.0205 0.0281 0.02bo 0.013J. 0.00.24 0.0 
0.5 0.0008 0.0009 0.0204 O.028~ 0.02b6 0.0135 0.0025 0.0 
AilE. 0.0001 0.0060 0.0199 0.0.261 0.0261 C.OiLd 0.002 .. C.0000 
C$ v. 0.1151 ;J.05:;1 .... :)3.21 0.00 jo 1l.0l'" Oev4+.)6 u. vou 1 1.luvS 
RElAHIII: CONCENTRATIONS AT X= 2000 CENHI'IEh::RS 
l leM -3".0 -24.0 -12 0 o.J 0.0 18.0 30.0 "'2.0 
CMI 
0.0 0.0010 0.0019 0.0193 0.0255 0.0244 0.0139 0.0042 0.0004 
0.001 0.0081 0.0203 0.0.251 .0240 0139 0.00">4 0.0001 
2.5 0.0010 0.0085 0.0.::05 0255 0.02">0 0.0139 0.0042 0.0000 
5 0.0016 0.0089 0.0208 0.0255 0.0248 O13~ 0.0042 0.0003 
0.5 0010 0.0089 0.0200 0.0251 0.02"'8 0.0139 0.0()39 0.0004 
o. 0.0202 0042 U.0005 
0.0000 0.0452 0.0254 0.0054 0.0403 30tHl 
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4.4 s of equal relative concentration in cross sections down-
stream from a I-em-wide source which discharged a fluid with a density 
the same as the ambient and with a relative concentration of 1. O. 
The flow condition was S2. The crosses designate sampling points. 
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e 5 r concentration in cross - sections 
streaITl froITl a source which discharged a fluid with a 
o 0160 fluid and with a r concent-
The crosses de s 
EXPERIMENT " -0.0158 
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LATERAL COORDINATE, z. IN CM 
e 4.6 s of equal relative concentration in cross-sections down-
streaITl a l-cITl-wide source which discharged a fluid with a density 
0.0158 gITl/ less than aITlbient fluid and with a r concent-
r of 1. O. The flow condition was S2. The crosses designate saITlpling 
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greater in upper was due to 
hi 
al 
r than cient at 
in Subsection 2.2.3. as was 
concentrations near bottom. of at x = 200 cm. 
were probably due to from. the source being higher 
the of am.bient near the bottom. of the flum.e. 
In 113, tracer fluid 
was m.ore dense than the am.bient 
schar ged from. the source 
by the relative am.ount 
/ = 0.0160, The concentration isopleths for this experim.ent, 
in Fig. 5, look different from. those of 116 in which 
tracer and am.bient fluids had the sam.e density. In Exp. 113, 
the concentrations near the flum.e bottom. were significantly 
than near the surface as far downstream. as x = 1000 cm.. 
0, concentration near the bottom. 
were at x = 200 cm.. Com.paring 4.4 and 5 also 
concentrations are decreased and lateral 
ed when tracer is m.ore dense than the 
ences in concentration distributions obs 
in two are caused density-induced secondary 
currents in 113 were an im.balance of 
static pressures caused density 
IS gous to cir n In 
estuaries as des in Subsection 2.3.2. the secondary 
current s were not m.easured in cir cu1ation 
patterns were 
outward s near 
-71-
similar to se in 
bottom convected fluid 
tracer concentration away from center and inward 
4.7. 
s near convected low concentration 
toward the center. The result was a net outward transport of 
tracer in the dir of the ne cone gr 
kinematics of the transport process is similar to that for long-
itudinal dispersion in shear flows as discus sed in Subsection 2.2. 1. 
The bimodal distribution in Exp. 113 was caused by the two outward 
flowing lower layers which persisted, due to inertia, for a sufficient 
length of time to begin to separate the tracer plume into two parts. 
-----==~ - --
________________________ -L __________________ ~ ____ z 
e 7. 
sed on 
mixed 
acted to decrease 
-induced 
transport was trans by 
and verti 
of d 
induced cir 
of 
wide and 
by 
were 
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fluid from 
in opposite 
far downstream where 
late gradients, 
s and bottom 
directions. 
became very 
secondary 
currents. became al mixing was mos 
and concentration uniform It 
shown that downstream from x ~ 1000 em the rate 
of spreading was the same for both experiments; however, the 
tracer plume remained wider and the peak concentrations remained 
ln 113 than in 116. 
The concentration distributions observed in Exp. 128 are 
shown in Fig. 4. 6. In this experiment, the tracer fluid was les s 
dense than ambient fluid by the relative amount 6p / p a = -0.0158. 
secondary flow in this experiment was probably 
similar to shown in 4. 7 except that the direction of 
rotation in eaeh of was reversed. Although the differences 
in tracer and ambient in 113 and 
128 were nearly same magnitude but of opposite sign, 
forms of i from one experiment 
are not same as those from turned upside down. 
concentration gr at x = 1000 em and ss were 
r in 128 than in 113; 0, of 
at surface in 128 was wider near bottom 
in 113. 
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Two reasons are offered es 
concentr distributions in II3 128. first is 
s vertic gradients had on 
in two section 2.2 it was 
pointed out that the variation of diffusion coefficient 
in a wide open channel is symmetric about a at mid-depth. 
However, for reasons are given below, vertical density 
gradients probably suppressed vertical mixing more in Exp. 128 
than in Exp. 113. Because vertical mixing decreases the intensity 
of the density-induced circulation, the magnitudes of the secondary 
current velocities were probably larger in Exp. 128 than in 
Exp. 113. 
In Section 2. 3, it was mentioned that a vertical density gradient 
suppresses by an amount increases 
(2. 18) 
For the same density gradient near the surface in Exp. 128 as near 
bottom in 113, Ri in Exp. 128 in 
113 of ast 
near the s e, vertical in the 
region near surface in 128 suppres sed more than 
near in 113. 
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am.ount of suppres sian of vertical by ve 
gradients estim.ated 
1 
= (1+ 10Rif2 (2. 19) 
Richardson num.bers from. data. 
For I at x = 200 em., Z = 6 em., and y/d = 0.75, 
in center of upper of the flow, Ri = 0.41. 
"'",..,.LVH of Ri, 10 c velocity distribution 
and the data in 4. 1 were used to calculate velocity 
gr , au/'dy density gradient was obtained from. 
Fig. 4. 42, where the sam.e concentrations used to prepare Fig. 6 
were as a function of y.) For Exp. 113, a sim.ilar com.-
for point x = 200 em., Z = 7 em., and y/d = 0.25, which 
is in center of of s Ri = 0.034. 
ence in s from. the two experim.ents 
is m.os to a factor of e ence In 
gradients. se data in 2. 19 s Ie e = 0.44 (Ie e )0 for y y y Y 
cons 
128 and Ie e y y = 0.86 (Ie e )0 for y y 
is suppressed m.ore in 
s 
al 
A second pr ss 
Exp. 113. vertical 
128 In 113; 
s currents and 
128. 
ences 
en concentration distributions in 128 and 113 was 
existence of a resistance to bottom. but absence 
of a resistance If outward d 
-75-
induced s tend to hi r than inward velocities, as IS 
s suggested s of concentration from 
but ss so from 113, bottom would have 
se flows more In 113 than in 128. 
Limited data from experiments In scent fluids by Sharp (33, 34) 
su;:;gest that front of a underflow s ng 
a horizontal bottom about 10 percent slower than the front of a 
density overflow propagates along a free surface. However, 
differences of this magnitude are insufficient to cause the lar ge 
differences between the data from Exp. 113 and 128. 
Attempts to attribute the differences between the concentration 
distributions in the two experiments to other phenomena were not 
successful. The difference between the molecular diffusion 
coefficients for methyl alcohol, which was us to make the 
tracer in 128 less dense, and for NaC1, which was 
used to make the tracer in Exp. 113 more dense, IS ss 
than a few per cent ee e. g. Ref. 27, 5, pp. 67, 69). This 
renee is undoubtedly too small to have a measurable 
Nor is it re vertical influence on the 
variations in al diffusion coefficients were ge enough 
to have caused 
distributions. 
difference s in obs concentration 
from 
in 
concentration dis 
source, 
of two wide 
4.8 and 4. 9. 
in eros s - sections downstream 
was used in experiments to observe 
streams, are shown for two experiments 
conditions in 
~ 
~ 
,; 
x=200 em I;; 11\ .... MI ~ 0 '" EXPERIMENT 171 
rid ~dd ag t 
a 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Figure 9 Cros s·· sections with of equal relative concentration downstream from 
e of wide par streams of different density. The on the was 
more e on the right. The flow condition was S 1. 
eros ses sampling points. 
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re the same. In 177, in Fig. 4. of 
in both streams was same; was mo turbulent 
and variation in tracer concentration over de 
small almost e. In 181, In 4.9, 
of stream on (with the relative 
concentration equal to was O. 00232 gm/ more dense 
than In stream on (with r concentration 
to zero). , lateral mixing was by both turbulent 
diffusion and density-induced circulation. Because the density of 
fluid in a cross - section decreased monotonically from left 
to right, the circulation pattern was probably single -celled as 
in Fig. 4. 10. with a high tracer concentration near 
bottom was convected to the right, and fluid with a lower 
Figure 4. 0 
secondary cir 
e of two wide 
-79-
concentration near surface was convected to the 
concentration near was ss than near 
bottom even at x = 2000 cm. Hence, one may suspect that 
in Exp. 181 d cir may have still been 
contributing to lateral even at st downstream 
cros s - section data were taken. 
4. 2. 3 Depth-Averaged Concentration Distributions 
4. 2. 3. 1 Calculating the Depth-Averaged Concentrations. 
To measure the effects of density differences on lateral mixing, 
it was advantageous to average the concentrations over the depth 
at each lateral position across the width of the flume. The depth-
averaged relative concentration, C, was calculated numerically 
using 4.1b: 
- _ 1 rd 
C(x,z)-dJ C ,y,z)dy 
o 
la) 
1 [C ( )(Yz +y,) + I4 C ( ) (y i + 1 - Y i-I ) 
f':::j x, Yl , z 2 x, Y: , z 
, J 
i=2 
+ C(x y z)f d- (Y5 +Y4 )\l 
' 5' '\ 2 J-l (4. 1 b) 
For all c , y was measured from s ss bottom 
of The terms Yl' Y2' etc are y-coordinates of the 
s e the concentrations are known. These terms 
and use in Ib are r In 
-80-
4. 11. averages, , were sted as part of computer 
In rows U'-:Jcr:u AVE. in 4.3. 
Y 
YSi d-(ys + Y4 )/2 
Y4-+--- (Ys - Y3 )/2 
d Y3-+---
Y2-+---
Yl-+---
--~V7r-L-------------~~----------~---------1- Z 
Figure 4. II sketch for terms in 4. lb. 
crosses mark sampling points. 
4. 2. 3. 2 The Lateral Distributions of C. The di 
of the depth-averaged relative concentration from eight of the 
experiments are m Fig. 4. 12 4. 19. 
data were as cir s and the solid curves were data 
eye. crosses In 4. 12 through 4. 17 are the expe 
data reflected acros s center crosses were used as 
a for dr curves, but curves were not nece s s 
drawn 
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Lateral distributions of C observed downstream from the 
narrow I-ern-wide source in 125, 116, 113, and 128 are 
shown in Fig. 4. 12 to 4. 15. In 125 and 116 densities 
of the tracer and ambient fluids were equal; therefore, mixins 
was only by turbulent diffusion. For these experiments one 
should expect C to be by solutions to 2: 
u (4. 2) 
If one assumes that the narrow source is approximated by a vertical 
line source, the boundary condition at the source is given by 
C(O, z) = A 6(z) , 
where 6 (z) is Dirac delta function, and A is the source strength 
given by 
s to 
0:> 
A = r C(x, z)dz 
4.2 satisfying the 
ac 
~ - a 
C = a 
at z = 0 
at z -" 0::> 
is the Gaus sian distribution: 
C(x, z) = t====- exp 
course, s 
do not ct 
condition at x=O 
(4. 3a) 
(4.3b) 
.., 
-----! (4. 4) 
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of retical distribution was co:mpared 
with expe data dr Gaus sian distributions as 
d curves In Fig. 4. 12 through 4. 17. se Gaus sian curve s 
sa:me s, areas, and centroids as s curves 
and fit data fro:m 125 and 113 technique 
used to each of se observed para:meters IS discussed 
It also shown that the variance s of experi:mental 
curves grow like x as the s 4.4, s. 
Lateral distributions of C fro:m Exp. 113, in which 
6p/p = 0.0160, and fro:m Exp. 128, in which 6p/p = -0.0158, 
a a 
are shown in g. 4. 14 and 4. 15. In these experi:ments, lateral 
close source was by both turbulent diffusion and 
-induc circulation. re, the al distributions of 
C were not Gaussian. At x = 200 c:m, distributions were 
was typical of distributions close to the source In 
e was a difference in density between the 
tracer and s. However, r downstrea:m, where 
cts density gradients were and :mixing 
was :mos distributions ca:me Gaus sian, 
is as sy:mptotic One can see in Fig. 4.13, 
4. I and 4. 15 t of a po or a negative 
difference was to spread tracer over a wider area and 
to tracer :more than in a 
ence. It is also evident difference 
:more ct than a po e of sa:me :m 
-87-
Lateral distributions of C from 150 and 1 52 wi th the 
20-em-wide source are shown in Fig. 4. 16 and 4. 17, res 
In 150, the fluid discharged from source and ambient 
fluid same density; whereas in 152, the density of the 
discharged from the source was more dense than the ambient fluid 
relative amount /jp/p ::: 0.00186. In Exp. 150, the distri-
a 
bution was nearly uniform across the source at x ::: 0; at x ::: 200 cm 
the distribution was still uniform over a small central part of the 
curve, but at x ::: 500 cm and farther downstream the distributions 
became more nearly Gaussian. The distribution across the 
source in Exp. 152 varied more than in Exp. 150. Although 
the depth-averaged concentrations observed at x ::: 0 in front of the 
20-cm- and 12. 5-cm-wide sources occasionally varied from the 
mean by up to 10 per cent, the variations should not have had large 
effects on the distributions observed downstream. In Exp. 152 the 
distribution was bimodal at x ::: 500 cm, became rounded at x ::: 1500 
cm, but was nearly Gaussian at x ::: 2000 cm. By comparing 
Fig. 4. 16 and 4. 17 one can again see that the tracer was spread 
over a area and peak depth- averaged concentrations were 
lower when e was a difference in density between the tracer 
and ambient s. 
Later dis of the -aver concentration 
from two of the experiments pe to s the mixing of 
two streams are shown in Fig. 4. 18 and 4. 19. 
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concentration of 
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experiments were ne 
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of channel in se 
uniform and usually deviated and 0 
from mean, = 1, s s than 4 per cent. manner in 
dis 
from one experiment to the 
ment. Because water s 
from mean was not consistent 
nor with time during one experi-
s taken to obtain the distributions 
at x = 0 were not taken at the same time that samples were taken to 
obtain distributions in cross-sections downstream, and because 
samples were taken only in the central mixed zone in the downstream 
cross-sections, it was necessary to assume concentration 
distributions to the of the measured points. Uniform distributions 
were as sumed and are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 18 and 4. 19. 
At x = 0 the areas under the assumed distribution, C = l,and the 
measur were made choo 
normalizing in of C. 
In Exp. 177, mixing was only by diffusion because 
conditions 
and 
s of on both sides of the were same. 
able to pr concentrations, as was 
125 and 116, solving 
C ,z) = 0 for z > 0 
C , z} = 1 for z < 0 
z) -> z ..... co, 
C z) ...., 1 for z .... _co 
4.2 but 
5 
5b) 
5c) 
-91-
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The solution to 4.2 with these boundary conditions is 
C ,z)=~[ 1 (4. 6) 
e error is as 
When using the boundary conditions, Eq. 4.5, one assumes that the 
is wide; efore, just as 4. 4, Eq. 4. 6 is 
only valid where the walls of the flume do not influence the mixing. 
Eq. 6 is a symmetrical S-shaped curve similar to the 
experimental curves drawn in Fig. 4. 18; however, when plotted 
on arithmetic probability paper Eq. 4. 6 is a straight line. The 
degree to which the shape of Eq. 4. 6 fits the experimental data 
was che data on probability paper. Because 
re in Fig. 4. 20a show that the data do along 
strai s, one may Eq. 4.6 approximates 
shape of concentration dis Later 
it be shown of the distribution of 
oC oz, s of mixed zone, grew 
x, as s. 
distributions of concentrations 
from fluid was O. 00232 gm! 
more dense ri in g. 4. 9. 
e to source, ence was 
s st, the distributions were not c as were in 
-
-95-
177. At x = 200 cm and 500 cm the curves are concave down-
ward across most of mixed zone. of 
distributions was due to lateral 
of density-induced cir bottom and 
close to the surface. reason for the ence was probably 
caus by a ence In on s between the 
bottom and top as was mentioned in the first part of this subsection 
when discussing the differences between the density-induced circulations 
in the experiments with heavy and light tracer fluids. 
The data from Exp. 181 were also plotted on probability 
paper and are shown in Fig. 4.20b. At x = 200 cm and 500 cm the 
data deviate considerably from a straight line. However, at 
x = 1000 cm and farther downstream the data do lie along straight 
s indicating 4. 6 fits the shapes of se distributions 
One can also see that the width of the mixed zone was wider in 
in 181 
4.2.4 
it was 
e , can be 
z 
by 
in 
€ = 
z 
177. 
-averaged 
data from experiments 
expression 
variance of distribution of 
In Chapter 2 
co 
sources of 
• lOa) 
d 
aver 
to s 
of 
in all 
-96-
concentration. In experiments wide source, us 
of two wide 2 streams, 0" d' variance 
stribution oz, is used in 2. 1 in 
was cross-section 
The data from density 
differences were used to € , and the 
z 
s from all 
experiments were us to characterize widths of the tracer 
plumes or mixed zones. 
The variances were calculated numerically by taking the 
second moments of the distributions, defined by the experimental 
curves, about their centroids and dividing by the areas under the 
distributions. The variance 0"2 was calculated using Eq. 4.7b: 
, z) dz 
n 
'\ 
L 
7a) 
i=O ~ --~-----------------------------n (4. 7b) 
\-L C (x, zl +i6z) 6z 
i=O 
and O"~ was 
-97-
fro dz 
2 
°d(X) 
_00 
= (4. Sa) 
roo a 
I 
..J 
_00 
n 
I [Zl +( i+~ )6z J2[C (x, Zl +(Hl)6z) -C(x,Zl+ i~z) ] 
~ i=O (4. Sb) 
C(x,z+ 1 )6z ) - C (x, Zl ) 
The range zl < Z < zl +(n+ 1 )6z was chosen sufficiently wide to include 
all nonzero terms in the summations. The terms Z and zd are the 
z-coordinates of the centroids of the distributions of C and of 
ac t" 1 a;' respec lve y. These coordinates were calculated by taking the 
first moments of the distributions about z = 0, and dividing by the 
areas; 
and 
z = -----------------
n I (Zl +i6z) C (x, Zl +i6z) 6z 
i= ° 
IT I C 'Zl +i 6z) 6z 
i=O 
(4.9a) 
(4.9b) 
-98-
lOa) 
dz 
n 
6zJ [ + l) 6z) -I [Zl + 
i=O ~ ------------------------------------------- ·(4. lOb) 
[C (x, zl + (n+l) 6z) - C (x, Zl)J 
s, coordinates of the centroids, and the areas under 
distributions are listed all experiments in Tables Al and A2 
of appendix. The variances are also presented graphically later 
in this 
To use above equations, values of C were obtained from the 
expe curves at intervals, 6z, usually equal to 1 cm. The 
accuracy of integrations was checked by using Eq. 4. 7b 
and 9b 6z equal to 0.20 to compute the variance 
and area of a Gaussian distribution which had a variance 
and an area to computations gave a variance of O. 998 
and an area of 1. 000. 
It is pos to use data from 
source to obtain s downstream from a liO-cm-wide source. 
One may as sume that of was center 
of a 10-
to or greater 
of represents source and 
to ri of represents One can 
-99-
assume that fluid to ri of represents 
of a 110- source ged fluid wi a 
In this 
case, the is represented by fluid to of 
dividing wall. For case, variance of a 
concentration distribution, a2 , can be calculated by taking the 
second moment about the appropriate sidewall of the J..LLUH.<:: However, 
when taking moments about the right wall, one must redefine 
relative concentration so that C = 1 to the right of the dividing wall 
and C = 0 to the left. 
A difficulty with s method of calculating a2 is that the 
calculations are very sensitive to errors in the observed concentration 
distributions. For this reason, only values of a~ are presented in 
s text. However, it is pos to show 
(4. 11) 
if the is an of z. Thus, far 
stream in ences, and everywhere in 
differences, one can use 4. 11 and 
s, a2 (x), from a 110-cm-
source. 
In rs 128 and 132, r 
of Thus, 
one may did not 
measured concentration distributions nor on values of 
-100-
ts of on data were inves 
for some distributions of 
concentrations on paper. 
Because al distributions of C were ne Gaussian in 
experiments I-em-wide source and neutrally buoyant 
tracer fluids, ions these 
experiments should approximate straight lines when plotted on 
tic probability paper. When the cumulative distribution 
of a Gaus sian curve is plotted on arithmetic probability paper. 
the variance can be obtained by measuring the distance between the 
points z84. I (where P(x, z) = 84. I percent) and z15. 9 (where 
P(x, z) = 15.9 percent) and by using the expression 
Also, 
= (Z84. 1 -2 z 15. 9)2 (J2 (x) -
centroid is at z50' where P(x, = 50 percent. 
z), express as a p~rcent 
of area under was 
4. 1 
z J ,Zl Zl 
_00 
z) =------- • 100 
C(x, Zl 
12) 
13 
-101-
J 
100 (4. 13b) 
i=O 
distributions from 125, in which 
source was 1 cm wide and tracer fluid was neutrally buoyant, 
are presented in Fig. 2 L The points were obtained by using 
4. l3b values of C obtained from the s curves drawn 
through original data in Fig. 4. 12; the open circles in Fig. 4.21 
mark the locations of data points in Fig. 4. 12. points in 
Fig. 4. 21 lie along well defined straight lines in the range P(x, z) = 
1 percent to 99 percent. The deviations from the straight lines 
s range are consis in the direction which 
the diffusion at the edges 
of However, because the deviations do not 
increase increasing deviations are more 
to consistent errors in drawing the of the 
curves in Fig. 12, or concentration distributions not being 
Gaussian at edges. 
s of 0 2 were c for 125 by 
s s of distributions in 
Fig. 4. 21 and se variances are 
in 4 and are compared variances that were 
c us moments, 4. 
ences s were c two 
a.. 
I-" 
z 
I.I.l 
U 
c:: 
w 
a.. 
w 
> ~ 
..J 
:::J 
~ 
u 
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LATERAL COORDINATE,z,IN CM 
es of 
of depth-averaged 
125, l1pl p = o. 
a 
of 
averaged concentr 125. 
Distance 
tream 
from 
source 
from 
x second 
moment 
200 7 9 
500 55 56 
000 36 136 
5 0 223 227 
2000 290 29 
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are Because of the 
di ct 
4. 12, and e s 4. 12 and 7b 
are same, one can 
effect on the s of 0 2 that were c for 125 by 
me of moments. Also, cause plume was wider in 
Exp. 125 than in most other experiments, one can conclude 
sidewalls effect on the lateral mixing of tracer fluids 
in rnost of the experiments in this investigation. 
In Exp. 128 and 132 in which the plumes did reach the side-
walls, the variances were calculated with 4. 12; however, 
4. 7b was used to 0 2 for all other experiments. 
right side of Eq. 4. 12 can also be used to calculate 
6. The values 
for 177 by using 4. 12 also agree well with 
se obtained by using 4. 8b; however, r equation was 
used to calculate all data pre in this text. 
2. 2 The s 
0 2 were s are 
presented in 4. 22a to 4. 33a as of x, distance 
earn from source. same data are presented in 
Al and A2 of b of e es, 
ave of variation of concentr ation 
are is and e data are 
-104-
discussed in s 4. 2. 5 of s .) All data that 
appear on one figure are from expe same 
and source, but with tracer s. 
curves in s were fitted to eye. 
In at ast one of presented on each e, 
/ = O. for source, 0-2 (x) is for 
se which indicates depth- averaged coefficients, 
e , were not functions of x. The 
z 
s of thes e curves and values of 
€ are 
z 
but with 
in Chapter 5. For pres it is worth noting that the 
s between slopes of the variance-distance curves are 
experiments with same flow conditions and with t:,p/ p = 0 
a 
sources. This is true even for Exp. 170 (shown in 
4. 25a) in which 10-cm-wide source was placed against the 
of data were ed as if 
source. data are 
from in or zones were on flume 
center 
In in was a in density 
en tracer and s se to 
source as more ln e 
were no d s. Far downstream, s 
increas same rate as in in ::: 
eases in 
were initi gr 
Far downstream, where 
zones ge and 
to mixing by 
curves were drawn so 
obtained in experiments 
The effect of an initial 
- 05-
widths of s or mixed 
al dens gradients became 
current es decreased, and 
became insi cant compared 
e, 
6p/p =0. 
a 
variance-distance 
and par to those 
ence on a variance-
distance curve far downstream from the source appears as a 
vertical displacement of the curve. The difference in variances 
experiments with 6p / p a = 0 and 6p / P a -f 0 measur ed at 
some value of x where variance -distance curves are parallel 
be called excess variance denoted by 602 • By examining 
data in the es, one can see that exces s variance 
increases 
data in Fig. 4. 22 from 
data in Fig. 4.27 from 
and 114, one can see that an 
128 
ence. By comparing the 
the data from Exp. 121, and 
the data from Exp. 113 
negative density difference 
causes a excess variance than a positive density ence 
of same A 
from data is in 5. 
In A , data are presented from two sets 
with and 2.5 cm source, 156 to 6 
and Exp. 62 to 167. data from second set are presented 
gr in this subsection and are us in r 5 in 
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es of expe with d ences. data from 
first set were omitted downstream 
source was exces 
was created between e manifold. 
at 
s of e were not 
z 
set lar ger 
difference because the exces sive vertical 
x was reduced. 
aulic 
4. 2. 5 Some aphs taken 
of experiments in which tracer fluid was dyed are shown in 
4. 34 to 4.39. camera was located about 250 cm above 
... -'- ...... u<;; bottom and about 500 cm upstream from each source. 
The eight tags on the right-hand side of the flume mark 
x = 0 to cm at 100 cm 
s in r flume 
is 110 cm aphs were not taken on the 
same were obtained, 
conditions es for 
e at 
was appear in e 
are of same source and 
but ent s, 
-119-
gr of condition S1 and a 
1- source are 4. 34. As from 
increased as initial 
eas Also, one can see a ne 
density ence (Exp. 147) enhanced spreading more 
than a po ence of same magnitude (Exp. 121). 
One can also see in boundary between 
dyed and clear ambient was more irregular when 
I1p / P a was negative than when it was positive. photograph 
of Exp. o has alight area in the center of the plume which is 
indicative of a low concentration, and therefore, a bimodal lateral 
concentration distribution. 
Photographs of experiments with the l-cm-wide source and 
flow R 1 are pres in Fig. 4.35. By comparing 
photographs of Exp. 120 in Fig. 4. 34 with 196 in 4.34, 
one can see that 
mixing in 
effect of a rough bottom is to increase the later 
in which l:,p / p = O. However, by comparing 
a 
photographs of Exp. 130 and 198, it appears that from x = 100 cm 
to at x = cm, was narrower in 198, in 
5, 13 In l:,p/ p = 0.0453. 
a 
4. 30 and 4.22 confirm this obs 
reason for is more intense 
caused and 
duration of se ss intense 
in 
147 
:::; ",0. 01 
10093 
120 
° 
10088 
121 
0.0158 
10089 
130 
0.0453 
e 4.34 graphs of experiments with flow SI and the I-em-wide source. 
05 em, u:::; 35.4 em! sec, u,'_ :::; 1. 96 em! sec. 
~, 
10091 
6p/ Pa = 
196 
o 
10074 
197 
0.0388 
10075 
198 
0.0756 
10076 
35 aphs of experiments with flow R 1 and the I-em-wide source. 
d = 3.90 em, u = 37.3 em/sec, u,'_ = 3.86 em/sec. 
-,-
N 
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In Fig. 36, of es tream from 
-cm source in Sl are 
cts of a be seen 
not as dr as in of 
I-cm-wide source. 
in Fig. 4.37 of 1-cm-
source and condition S2 also show enhanced 
due to an initial density difference. The difference en 
effects due to a positive and negative density differences also 
are in graphs of Exp. 113 and 128. A light area 
in center of plume in Exp. 117 indicating a bimodal distribution 
is dis 
Photographs taken of the mixing of two wide par streams 
are in 38 and 39. Visual observations of these 
as as give the ssion 
oc dyed and s 
ssion is to of eye and camera 
to see a in color on 
I' to to ar on the 
concentration to zero. This to 
see a gradation in 1S also apparent in aphs 
of 1- cm- and 20 -cm sources. It 
concentration dis 
in source and !::,p I p = 0 are 
a 
Gaus in of se 
10098 10099 10100 
139 143 142 
t"p/p = 0 0.00270 0.00487 
a 
e "1:. 36 Photographs of experiments with flow S 1 and the 20 em-wide source. 
d = 05 em, U = 35.4 em/sec, u". = 1. 96 em/ sec. 
-,-
N 
W 
6p/ 
128 
-0.0158 
10094 
116 
o 
10096 
113 
0.0160 
10096 
118 
0.0304 
e "i, 3 7 gr of experiments with flow 82 and the 1 ern-wide source. 
d ::: 6.55 ern, u::: 45.2 ern/sec, u,'_ ::: 2.27 ern/sec. 
-,-
10097 
4 
/ p = 0 
a 
38 Photo 
source. 
- 25-
10073 
of 
= 3 cm, u = 37 3 
10071 
4 
ec, = sec. 
Figure 39 
77 
= 0 
-'126-
10058 
of 
ern., u = 35.4 sec, 
10055 
183 
I = . 00286 
Sand wide 
= • 96 ern. / sec 
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appe ar to be of darknes s or concentration 
across Inost of l' froIn dark at 
center to li zones 
streaIns appear In Fig. 4. 38 and 4. 39 
as dark as s on far apparent 
s two fluids are actually near right 
edges of the Inixed zones. Two spots, which are 20 CIn apart 
and equidistant froIn the .!..!.\..uuc center line, can be seen in Fig. 4. 39 
on the bottoIn of at about x = 250 CIn. By noting 
positions of the apparent boundaries relative to the two spots 
one can see that the apparent boundaries are to the right of the 
center and that apparent boundary in Exp. 183, in which 
6p I P a i: 0, is farther to the right than in Exp. 177, in which 6p I P a = O. 
also note in the Vl two spots, the apparent 
boundary in 177 is in the saIne position as 
right of 120, which is shown in Fig. 34. 
2. 6 The l' ela ti ve 
concentrations, C, observed in 116, 113, 128, 177 and 181 
were as a function of vertical coordinate, y, and are 
presented in 4. 40 to 4.44. each 
is a C, 
v 
is of variation for 
vertical concentration stribution 4. 4b: 
y, z) C ,z) J2 
z = ____ o~ __________________________ _ 
C ,z) 
1 
C () r fC v x, z ~ l L 
4 
+I[ 
i=2 
-128 
, z) -
y., z) -
1 
+[ C(x, ys ,z) -
, z) 
, Z)r 14b) 
terms were defined previously in Fig. 4. 11. 
By comparing the data in Fig. 41 and 42 from experiments 
with a narrow source, one can see that in Exp. 128, in which the 
tracer was less dense than the ambient fluid, the vertical con-
centration gradients were steeper than in Exp. 113, in which the 
tracer was more dense than in , the data 
in from an experiment source show on the 
a was into a heavier 
vertical gradients were steeper on the 
a he was a 
An average coefficient of variation, was for a 
cros s - section as concentr ation in 
dire This average was numeri for 
cross-s 4. 15b: 
fcoc , z) z)dz 
-co 
= ------------------------ 15 
z)dz 
-129-
8 
C ) • 
c )~ 
v 
ISb) 
C , z. ) 
J 
j= 1 
coordinates z. d 
J 
eight locations in cross-section 
where C and C were computed from the experimental data. Because 
v 
spacing of z. was nearly uniform, the calculations were simplified 
J 
by deleting the IJ.z from the summation in 
4. ISb. Values of C for all the experiments are presented 
v 
in Fig. 4. 22b to 4. 33b and are also listed in Tables Al and A2 
of appendix. 
One sees in Fig. 4. 22b to 33b that C reached a peak close 
v 
to source and then decreased in downstream ection. In 
most experiments data were not taken close enough to source 
to define the rising or peaked parts of the longitudinal distributions 
of C • One can see that as IJ.p/ p increas 
v a 
so did the 
Also, the data in 4.22b 
ger tracer 
it is more dense 
4. 27b show that C is a 
v 
is less dense than 
an amount. 
An s of data in S s C to 
v 
ss s of 
s C. 
v 
~ 
..J 
<{ 
(.) 
i= 
a::: 
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4. 3. 1 
WITH 
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TING RTICLES 
In prec se 
where data from experiments were presented, two 
methods were discus sed which be used to calculate 
variance of a Gaussian distribution. They are: (1) the method of 
moments, and (2) the gr in which 
distributions are on probability paper. Because 
of anomolie s in the tails of the particle dis tributions, which are 
discussed below, the graphical method was preferred over the 
method of momerits for computing variances of the distributions 
of floating particles, even though the method of moments was used ln 
analysis of data from experiments with tracer fluids. 
The cumulative distribution P(x, z), expressed in percent, 
was calculated from data by using the expres sion 
re (x) is 
of 
104 
are in 
over most of 
z) = 
s 
j 
\' L n i (x) 
i= j - 52) ~ --'-::~---. 100 
of 
1 cm 
dis 
45a and b. 
1 + I (x) 
i= 1 
s caught in 
in the 
observed in 
se distributions 
(4.16) 
.th 
compartment 1 
re were 
102 and 01 
were 
range of z; distributions of 
- 36 
e 
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particles were Gaus sian, as expec variance, 0 2 
s' 
for each distribution was calculated by m.easuring (zS4. 1 - z 15. 9) 
for of straight 
4. 12. For 
s drawn through points and then 
son, 0 2 was also calculated by using the 
s 
m.ethod of m.om.ents, Eq. 4. 1 
104 
-2 (i-52.5-z) I ni (x) 
i= I (4. 17) 
where 
z = 
[I ni(x) J-1 
i= 1 
104 I (x) (i-52.5) 
i= 
)" 
L 
i= 1 
Fig. 4. 46a and b show that the variances calculated by both 
IS) 
m.ethods agree well if 0 2 is 
s 
s s than about 200 cm.2 • However, for 
str 
larger values of 0 2 the 
s 
values than were given by 
ences are due to 
of m.om.ents gave significantly 
graphical m.ethod. The 
distributions deviating from. 
s at ger values of I z I as if som.ething were 
near of 
sim.ilar deviations were observed in dis s 
-138-
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Figure 4. curves 02, b) 101. 
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of tracer-fluid concentrations, as was shown for 125, 
for distributions s of variance were 
in tracer fluids 
particles. 
larger deviations in experiments floating particles 
are believed to caused by secondary currents in the 
corners of the flume. Secondary flows in a corner are typically 
away from the corner along solid boundaries, and into the corner 
in the interior (see e. g. Prandtl (35) p. 148-149). Such a 
structure is also· suggested by the isovels in Fig. 4.2; therefore, 
secondary flow patterns as shown in Fig. 4.47 may have existed 
in the flume. 
e 47 As 
Near 
to 
~ 2d 
se 
s 
and 
d 
secondary flow pattern in 
current 
center of 
caused 
have convected 
in opposition 
observed 
-140-
s In distributions of particles. 
However, e -aver of 
was zero se 
ral of tracer s over 
not have caused large anom.alies in 
al di -averaged concentrations. 
4. 3. 2 of Data. In Fig. ~~~~~~~~~~~ 48 to 4. 51, variances 
of tributions are presented as functions of x, the 
distance downstream. the point where the particles were dropped 
into the The variances are also presented in Table A3 of 
appendix together with;-, the coordinates of the centroids of the 
m.ean 
five 
Other 
in 
so 
which were also obtained graphically, and u , the 
s 
velocities of the particles. 
ating s was m.ade at each of 
with no -tracer source in the flum.e. 
were also m.ade with som.e of the tracer sources 
but always a neutr buoyant being pum.ped 
sources. The data presented in es are grouped 
data from. with sam.e 
condition all appear in sam.e figure. 
For x > 100 cm., data 0 2 (X) is 
s 
which indicates E: is not a of x. The s of 
zs 
0 2 -x curves and s of E: are in 
s zs 
Exc for 45, is In 4.48, variation 
- 141-
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in s of curves among same flow 
condition was not large. No can be red 
to for ence in data from 145. It is 
20- source caused a disturbance to 
as far downstream as 
2000 cm, e data from 136 and 139, shown 
in 4. 24, show that 0 8 -x curve for a neutrally buoyant 
tracer discharged from the same source in experiments 
with the same flow condition do not differ greatly from the curves 
obtained in experiments with other sources. 
The lateral coordinates of the centroids of the particle 
distributions, which are listed in Table A3, were usually less 
than 2 cm from center line. Thus one may conclude that the 
secondary currents ch sted in the "'.L'-ULlC were either weak or 
symmetri about center of the particle 
s tended to be one to two percent higher in the experiments 
no tracer source in the hence, the sources probably 
decreased 
water 
observed water 
s slightly in the central part of flume. 
s to be a few percent higher 
surface obtained by extrapolating 
distributions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DATA ANALYSIS 
5.1 EXPERIMENTS T DENSITY DIFFERENCES 
5. 1. 1 ExperiITlents with Tracer Fluids. The data froITl 
experiITlents with neutrally buoyant tracer fluids were used in 
the equations 
and 
E: 
z 
u da 2 
= ---2 dx 
- da 2 
U d 
E: =---
z 2 dx 
to calculate e , the depth-averaged lateral turbulent diffusion 
z 
(2. lOa) 
(2. lOb) 
coefficients. gradients, da2 /dx or da~/dx were obtained froITl 
the slopes of variance- e curves in Fig. 4.22 to 4. 33. 
velocity, u, for each experiITlent except nUITlber 170 was assuITled 
to equal the ITlean velocity in central 60 CITl of and was 
obtained froITl 4. I. For 170, ch was conducted 
10-cITl-wide source against wall of U 
was assuITled to ITlean velocity through a 30-cITl-wide section 
acent to co and data us 
to in s 
€ 
z 
, were are also pres in 
this s and d were 4. 1. 
5. I Later from this study. 
Neutrally Buoyant Tracer Fluids Floating Particles 
Wate .. Pa .. ticle Dimensiorues6 
Velocity dX V~locity Diff. Coe!. 
u u E:,u EI a, 
(em) (cm/sec) (em) (ema /sec) (em/sec) (em) (ema Isee) s 
None 102 43.3 0.0704 1.52 O. 
0 llO 35.4 0.0650 1. 15 O. 145 42'.4 0.0769 1.63 O. 
l~O 4l.S 0.0794 1. 69 0.212 
I'll 12.5 + 166 35.4 0.0600 1.06 O. 134 Xl.5 + 157 35.4 0.058l 1.03 0.130 
2,,10.0* 170 33.2 0.0620 1.04 0.130 
20.0 136+ 35.4 0.0600 1. 06 O. 134 145 42.6 2.00 O. 
Wide 175 + 35.4 ~ .h.Q! Q.:..ill. 1114 42.0 .Lll 
Ave. 0.0607 1.06 0.134 Ave. 0.0768 1.63 0.205 
None 11'3 54.3 0.122 3.32 0.223 
S2 1.0 US + 116 45.2 0.0915 2.07 0.139 HI8 53.2 0.118 3.14 0.212 2.0 104 53.7 O.IH 2.97 0.200 
20.0 150 + 153 45.2 0.0890 b...Ql .!h.ill. 
Ave. 0.0903 2.04 O. 137 Ave. 0.117 3.14 0.212 
None 101 54.5 
83 1.0 US 46.0 0.155 3.56 o. 148 124 53.7 
0 105 53.5 
Ave. O. 155 3.56 0.148 Ave. 0.173 4.66 O. 194 
Ave .. age of I'll, 82 and S3 0.136 0.204 
None 49.5 0.119 2.94 0.195 
RI 1.0 196 37.3 0.104 1. 
Wide 203 + 204 37.3 Q.:.lli. 
Ave. O. 107 1.911 
None 188 59.5 0.193 5. "13 0.212 
1.0 192 + 193 45,9 0.150 3.44 0.127 
20.0 199 45.9 !hill. ~ Q.:..ill. 
Ave. 0.154 3 • .52 0.130 Ave. 0.193 5.73 0.212 
Ave .... ge of Rl and R2 0.131 0.204 
A _ .... ge of all expe .. iments O.13S 0.204 
*Source agmnst left wall of flume 
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average of a for all experiments in thi s 
O. 136, 1.S in range of s from studies in strai 
labor s (see This average is ss than the 
averages from data r = O. 164) and by e and Chang 
(a = O. 167), but greater than the average from s data 
=0.117). average within the range of shed 
data by Okoye, who conducted some of his experiments in the 
same flume as was used in s study. As expected, the values of 
a in this study are s s than values observed in either curved 
laboratory chann'els or natural streams where secondary currents 
can increase lateral mixing to yield values of a of the order one. 
In this study, range in a among experiments with the 
same hydraulic conditions, but with different sources, is equal 
to or s s than 11 percent. range of the means for each of 
0. 130 to 0, 148, is 13 percent. The average value of 
a from with rough bottom was only five percent 
s 
bottoms 
5. L 2 
flo 
average from with ss 
that friction factor, f, for the two 
ed st a factor of three, it appears a is 
of f. 
s into 
data 
E: = 
zs 
al 
, E:
zs ' were 
from with 
,8b) 
- 1 
gradients were of curves 
in Fig. se gr es 
15 
lis 
diffusion 
€: 
zs' 
and ss 
:::: s are listed on 5. 1. 
zs 
average of for all , 0.2 is 10 to 
percent ss averages for ee 
in 2 but is 15 percent greater than average from 
IS (7) data. variation a among experiments with the 
s 
same hydr different sources in the 
was greater variation of a. For flows SI, S2, and S3, the 
ranges of a were 41 percent, 10 percent and 6 percent, 
s 
res range of 
,0.194 to 0.215,is only 10 percent. 
means for each of the flows 
average value of a 
s 
rough bottom is same as from experi-
ments 
Of s, 
s of 
sand presentinve 
a· averages of e and 
average data from presentinves 
and that gr"UJ.LI:":H 
Sayre and Chang (5) 
and s. 
show 
data give a /0,:::: 1. 39; 
s 
and 
s a 
s 
= 1. 5 
from 
aulic conditions were and 
s 
2. However 
pres or 
, or € 
z 
s, U 
was 
to 
us in 2. and 
5. one can see in 
ss 
- 1 
5. 2 WITH DIFFER 
5. 2. I analysis of 
parameters is pres s section. The data 
results of this s a set of empirical curves for 
predicting variance of the al distribution of the depth-
averaged concentr and averaged coeffi 
of variation for the vertical concentration distributions, as functions 
of the distance downstream from the source, the density difference 
at the source, the width of the source, and the hydraulic parameters 
of the flow. 
5. 2. 2 Selection of Dimensionless Numbers. The two dependent 
variables 0 2 and C are assumed to 
v 
gi ven by the functions 
and 
C = '±'1 (x, d, b, p , /::'p, u, u>,'~' g, v, 
va·
where: 
x = distance downstream from the source, 
d = depth of two -dimensional flow, 
b = of source, 
of 
/::,p = density source, 
u = 
u", = 
'.' 
g = ration due to 
(5. 1) 
(5. 2) 
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\i = kinematic visco 
are 
and 5, 
10 ar gume nts of and 
of s of 
s, 5. 1 and 5.2 can be replaced by 5.3 
contain 7 
(52 (xu,., b A b 
d 2 = ¢2 --=-, d' M&!?, P u 2 a 
c = '¥ (xu>:<, b , ~, 
V 2 - d p u du a 
s s independent variables; 
u 
u 
, ud , 
\i 
ud ) 
D 
m 
~d ) 
m 
(5. 3) 
(5.4) 
2 
se functions are simplified by assuming that both ~ and 
C are only weakly dependent on 
v 
following four parameters; 
which is proportional to the square root of friction factor; 
the gd' 
Reynold sand 
number for the flow; and - and which are 
\i 
s for the flow. By deleting 
se parameters from 5.3 and 5.4, and by subs 
s (reasons for the stitutions 
are , one obtains 
v = V {X, (5. 5) 
and 
= , B, ) , (5. 6) 
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where 
V= (5.7a) 
au,,_ 
x -" X = 
-
--
u d (5. 7b) 
B b = , d (5.7c) 
and 
(5.7d) 
The parameter V is the dimensionless variance, and B is the dimen-
sionles s source width. The quantity X can be interpreted as either 
a dimensionless longitudinal distance, or as a dimensionless time 
equal to the ratio of xlii, the time required for fluid to travel from 
the source to some x downstream, to d/au"" a characteristic 
-" 
vertical mixing time for the flow. The parameter Mb is called a 
dimensionless source strength because the numerator in Eq. 5.7d 
can be written "";"";;:::"""";""".,.....-, which is the magnitude of the buoyancy flux 
from s flux through a unit width of flow. 
If one ses, one may also a different source strength, 
, given 
(5. 8) 
ln water than source is used as 
a sHc ln of 5.5 one write 
V = V (X, B, ) . (5. 9) 
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In the data of subs using Mb gave 
en data from B« 1, 
but relationships from 
B» 1. 
reason for subs au", for u'" was to decrease 
"'1'" :"1" 
scatter data in Fig. 5.2, which is presented in 
subsection. However, substitution can be partly 
beforehand by considering results from the experiments 
density s. Integrating Eq. 2. lOa yields 
(5. 10) 
u 
Recognizing that (J2 (0) = b 2 / 12, using E: = au ",d, and dividing by d2 
z -,-
gives 
V( 0) B2 + .2X • X,B, = (5. 11) 
Because a varied among experiments different 
of flows and sources, function Vof 5. 5 could 
not represent of 5. 11 if a were deleted 
R a as a argument 
of V, a is to use of u"" 
-'" 
In s. 
5. 2. 3 
data are used to r en the ss 
variance, and three ss parameters X, and 
). For = 0 it was 
V B, 0) = + 2X. (5. ll) 
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For~-:)O, data in Chapter 4 show that the variance -distance 
curves at large x are par to curves for = 0 but are 
dis ed froITl theITl by an 60 2 , which has been called the 
excess variance. , one can write 
+ 2X + r6V (5. 12) 
e 6V = (j,02/d2 is the diITlensionless excess variance, and r is a 
fraction ss one. Both rand (j,V are also defined in Fig. 5. 1. 
Because (j,V is evaluated at SOITle large value of X, 6V should be 
a function of only Band Mb (or Mci); however r is a function of 
X also. 
V 0
2 
.£e. 
, Mb ::/: 0 = d 2 Pa 
1£ Mb = 0 Pa 
, 
x au>:~ 
X = UCl 
Figure 5. 1 sketch for rand (j,V. 
5. 2. 3. 1 Values of the excess 
variance, 6(J2, were ITleasur curves in 
4. 22 to 4. 33 and were us to values of 
ss s of were 
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as functions of source str and III Fig. 5.2 
5.3, re In and B for 
ments source, t 
~~'"UU."" b was set to 2 x 10 cm = 20 cm; 
for source, oc one 
of , b was set equal to 2 x 55 cm = 110 cm. 
of a used in s s parameters 
for each experiment was calculated in an experiment 
In 
expe 
same source and flow condition but with !J.p / p = O. 
a 
5.2, 
a 
e !J. V is plotted against M b , the data from 
avy tracer fluid (!J.p/ p > 0) define a family 
a 
of curves constant values of B. In all experiments with the 
I-cm-wide source, B was small (0.090 ::; B ::; 0.258). On a log-log 
data from se 
a of 3/2 and is given by 
two 
s 
In 
and in 
20 - cm source, 
define a straight 
!J.V = 6.0 x 1O-4 M 3!a b 
a tracer 
a 3/2 slope 
sefor!J.p/p>O. 
a 
51 and the 12.5-
s 52 and R2 
(!J.p/ p < 0) 
a 
to this data 
source, 
3.06 and 3. 12. 
data from se experiments a curve s 
or to of data from 
I-cm-wide source. For greater about 400 or for 
greater about 2 two curves are ne 
for r s of curve for 3. 6::;B::;3. 2 s s 
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Ii 
~ 6 ~---+----+-----~--~~+-~~~=--------+-----+4---~ 
SI (;) 
$2 .&l. .!II. 0.153 1.0 
S3 III 0.090 1.0 
I'll 'e. 0.258 1.0 
R2 "le.. 0.156 1.0 
SI ~ 3.08 I ~iU5 
S2 & 3.06 20 
1'12 "le.. 3.12 20 
SI 
-+- 4.94 20 
S )!!( 4.94 IOx2 
SI 9 <iii 27.2 B5x;! 
I'll 'Q. 'Q. 28.2 55x2 
:: 
e 5.2 as a 
s s source str 
B. 
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Data from. Sand 20- source 
curve B == This curve s to ri of 
curve data from. 3. 06 ~ B ~ 3. 12, 
curves sam.e two data 
source, 
was s close 
to curve for B == 94; s about 35 percent 
curve. 
The curve for 27. 2 ~ B ~ 28.2 is defined by data from. experi-
m.ents 
were 
dis 
of x. By 
is 
is 
case e 
of a 110-
In 5 
experim.ents in 
wide source. Values of 6.02 from. these experim.ents 
Fig. 4.26 and 4.31 where o~. variances of the 
concentration gradient, are given as a function 
4. 11 
0 2 ) == 0 2 (0) + o~ ), 
ge x, one can 
values of 0 2 corre 
of dividing wall repr 
ged fluid m.ore 
, or to to 
of a source 
am.bient 
and ne 
is 
to the 
(4. 11) 
4. 11 
ethan 
of 
data 
of curves for 
B is constant in Fig. 5.2, data 
ce 
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53 
RI 
R2 ~ 
5 (j 3.08 
52 .& 3.06 
R2 ~ 3.12 
II 0 4.94 20 
51 • 4.94 IOlt2 
@ 21.2 55lt2 
:::: 
e 5.3 , as a 
one curve; for small 
-1 
s of B 6V is s 
on B as However, curves for B = 
27.2s:Bs: 2 are 
on B 
e 
B. 
or curves at of B se 
5. 2 and 5. 3 can e from information 
se es. s with slopes of 3/2 
repres asymptotes at ge values of 6V were drawn 
curves in Fig. 5. 2 and were extended to sect the line 6V = 1 
value of Mb at as is shown in insert of 5.4. 
section is denoted by Mt, , and the equation of the asymptote 
is 
3/2 
6V = (5. 13) 
was as a function of B in Fig. 5.4, and 
a smoo curve was drawn data from experiments 
6p/ > O. At s of the curve was 
e, as seen in location of 6V -Mb curve is 
Bin s At s of curve 
was a 1 to 1 e, as seen in 5. 3, 
curve is a of B in this range 
and =I data do not exist to 
of - B curve at se B. 
curve in 5.4 was 
data from I < 0 and was dr awn same 
,8 
Figure 5. M~, as a of the ss source w B. 
B 
for 
of 
and 
as curve for 
< s 
B, two curves 
- 1 
> At 
curve 
s of 
I >0; 
To construct a curve for 
5.4, and draws 
of 
to 
of from 
For B« 1 
s of B 
curve for fj,V 
5.2.3.2 
r 
r 
is de fj,V-Mb curve; 
is a good approximation of 
2 or 3. Because 
curves in 5. 2 were not well 
stigated, no technique is given 
lower parts of curves for other 
parts of the curves may be approxi-
in shape to the curves in Fig. 5. 2. 
r. of excess 
C; .... J.HCU in 
data in Fig. 22 to 4.33 and was 
s of r are also 
of r for 
5. 1, was 
as a 
from 
of X in 
A2 . 5. 5. se in 
data point was 
ences and fj,(J2. For 
s of variances from 
s were us es for 
ences were from 
curves to 
d 
data. 
~ 
~ 
z 
~ 
0:: §£ 
(f) 
(f) 
w 
~ 
w 
LL 
0 
Z 
0 § 
« 
0:: 
LL 
1.5 
1.0 
0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
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0
244 
0
192 
il2 
0
244 
i 52 
(0) 
(b) 
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65 
~2 /' 6389 
253 fj'fgg .0.252 
9£5 
354 
t165 
I I I 
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(e) 
I- ~O-:;:O 4" . 1060 - -_. --9673 f!!673-
/
8';: 4 •• 
d 380 
I-
~'060 . 673 .449 I 7M 1360 I I 
-,K700 
1)2.820 
r)3780 
1870 
~660 
/" @2820 
1870 
3780 
@4600 
SYMBOL FL.oW 
"'pip" C.oNDITION 
>0 <0 C.oDE 
0<» fII<» SI 
fA "- S2 
0 S3 
'a'G- 'G- RI 
'" 
R2 
I 
-,K700 (d) 
<»"870 
'G-3860 
2820 
3180 
•• 50 
d ii u. 
(em) (em/sec) (em/sec) 
4 . .05 1.93 
6.55 2.27 
11.1 46.0 2.17 
3.90 37.3 3.86 
6.4.0 45.9 4.23 
Numbers by symbols are source strength. Mb. O~--~~~--------~------~~------~----__ ~_ 
o .05 1..0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM,X=% Cl.dU., 
Figure 5. 5 fr of the exce s s variance, r, as a function of the diInen s s 
stance downstream, X. 
...... 
0"-
...... 
I 
- 1 
ofrfor27.2:;:;B:;:;22were data 
froIn source. Because accurate 
s of 0-2 for se were not , r was 
on basis of 
11 was not X. s of r at 
x correct s for positive and 
6p/ it is assuIned they are representative 
for 
In 5. 5, data froIn experiInents siInilar values of 
ss source B, were plotted on the saIne set 
of coordinates, and values of the source strength, M b , were written 
each SInooth curves were fitted to the data by eye. 
For 6pl p > 0 
a 
data for each range of B show that r is independent 
e for a given source set 
distance streaIn r 
data in 5. Sa froIn 
sli ger 
6pl curve for 
s s 
in Fig. 5. 5b, c and d for 
e is ence 
Because 
Sanle 
S. 3, and 5. 5 one can 
to achieve any 
Inagnitude of 60-2 • 
6p I p < 0 suggest that 
a 
6p/ p < 0 than 
a 
B« 1 in 5.5a 
excess 
s of r curves 
ger s of B. 
curves In 5b, c, and d. 
and 
curves in 
factor, 
in , even 
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f does not appear in 5. 5 as an ar of V. 
However, when was from of or 
u was us in of u,,> or au,,- in of 
"I" "r" 
and , the data from and smooth bottoms 
curves in 5. 2, 5. 3, and 5. 5, and f had 
to as a ar of V. 
5.2. 3. 3 Maximizing Lateral Mixing. If one wishes 
to mix a solute or difference - causing agent acros s the 
width of a stream rapidly it is worthwhile looking at data from 
experiments similar hydraulic conditions and source strengths, 
M b , but different source widths. By using the definition 
Mb = 6p gb I (a,U,,J2 and as suming that the relationship between 
Pa '" 
density and concentration is linear, one can see that in experiments 
same and e salt 
from each source is same, regardless of the source 
Obviously, conc of effluent from a narrow source 
would higher concentration effluent a wide 
source. 
In 5. stance curves are pres ee 
the same values 
of In maximum 
cross-s is pres 
as a of x. In 122, variance at x=o and 
source , were ss in 1 or 140, 
-1 
FlowSI 
d'"4.05cm 
EXP. SYMBOL 
5 122 0 1.0 0.318 385 
164 ~ 12.5 0.00275 488 
140 (9 20.0 0.00158 449 
e 5.6 a) and b) Maxirrmm concentration-distance 
curves from some 
and values ent source 
-165-
the maximum concentration at x = 0 was hi in 
of 
x = 100 cm 
164 or 140, and 
, downstream from 
122 was greater than in 
tream from about x = 400 cm 
maximum 0 bs concentration was sSG In Exp. 164, 
was In 140 and maximum 
concentration at x = 0 was ; however, downstream from about 
experiments were nearly the same, x = 500 cm variances in 
and downstream from about x = 1500 cm the maximum relative 
concentrations were nearly the same. 
When compar ing data from other experiments with similar 
hydraulic conditions and source strengths but different source 
one also finds that far downstream, variances are sometimes 
greater peak concentrations are sometimes ss in 
experiments narrower sources. Examples are the pairs: 
113 and 151 flow S2, 117 and 152 with flow S2, and 
130 and 165 with flow S 1. In each of se s, Mb for 
first was 
source was 
variance in the first 
se re show 
rence-
is not 
to or ss than in 
first; however, far 
ent was 
if one wishes to 
In a stream cros 
second, and the 
se 
earn the 
second. 
, it 
to stance by 
it into stream across a wide In some cases 
it :may to in concentrated for:m 
across so:me s:mall of s ever, under 
hi concentrations w se to source. 
5.2.4 concentr ation-
w 
4. 15, 
was in 5. 7 as a function of ss distance 
X. Data frorn experi:ments si:milar values of the di:mensionless 
source B, are on co:m:mon sets of coordinates, and a of 
s 
this 
or , is beside each source 
, which s the source width in its definition, is used 
data except those fro:m experi:ments with wide source. 
e data, were plotted in Fig. 5.7d, the source strength 
e 
s of C fro:m 
v 
fro:m across 
para:meter was not us 
27.2::;; B::;; 28.2 as was 
e were 
:mixed zone between 
in 5. , nor was 
5. 5d because 
averaging 
s and not 
across all that .L.LI,",-.L' . .LC oc fro:m 
source. 
locus of of constant source 
str were n data in Fig. 5. 7. se data 
attains a :maxi:mu:m at X < 0.2 for B« 1, and at X~ 0.4 for 
For X and tant data reases 
, and eases B for X and 
:> 
10 
Z 
0 
tt 
a::: 
~ 
IJ.. 
0 
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1.5 r------,-------..,-----,-------r-----, 
1.0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
o 
o 
5. 7 
965 
735 ~4!'le~3!'l9 
~~54-252 
252 252 A 
" 244 389 0 165 252~2 162Yi::... A 
1165 
1060 
1060 768 :768 0 673 0 673 0 
449 
. ~449 
0.5 1.0 
=200 
2.0 
as a 
am, X. 
2.5 
constant. 
/ 
increases 
5.2. 5 
of 
di 
to 
- I 
data in 5.7a 
/ 
with 
es in can 
is 
1S same 
source 
used to e 
ger 
that C 
v 
The results 
concentration 
downstream from a source discharging a 
rent from fluid but with a velocity equal 
As a first step in estimating con-
dis for a cular problem, the dimensionless 
variance-distance curve, V(X), is constructed from: I) V(X) for 
a 
excess 
construe 
To 
v 
no 
If pos 
es 
buoyant tracer, which is given by 5. 11; 2) the 
, 6V, obtained from a 6V-~ curve, which can 
ss source 
v 
5.4; and 3) fraction of excess 
5. 5. V(X) 
5. 12. 
ss source strength, M b , and the 
are r 
one must 
ral 
to cons truct 
d, b, 
exc 
a =: E: 
z 
g, 
pe 
as basic information in a 
from observations of 
a is r about 0.2, one 
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suspect s currents t in am.bient 
of m.ade the 
is unc 
dis are 
assum.ed to to the diffusion equation, 
2, condition, but, the 
x- coordinate transform.ed so that the variances of the lateral 
distributions given by the solution equal those obtained from. Eq. 5. 12. 
, in the solution to 2, one substitutes 
2~ [02 (x) - 0 2 (O)J 
Z 
for x, where 0 2 (x) is obtained from. Eq. 5. 12. 
m.ethod of calculating C(x, z) is a good approxim.ation for X 
greater 
An 
for 
p 
about two. 
5. 7. 
m.easure of the variation of concentration with 
laterally-averaged coefficient of variation 
distributions, C , which is 
v 
variation in concentration corresponding to 
s of C can be seen in 
v 
4.40 to 44. 
(5. 
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6 
6. 1 INTRODUCTION 
In first part of this chapter. an analysis similar to that 
used by Hansen and Rattray (25) is used to derive expressions for 
the horizontal velocities induced by horizontal density gradients in a 
Dispersion coefficients due to the induced velocities 
are obtained using an expression given by Elder (4). In the last part 
s 
of the 
some 
6.2 
in se 
state for 
mass 
spersion coefficients are us in an analysis 
from 
fluid, 
for a 
investigation and also in an analysis of 
"'",A.AJ.Q . .I.H.l and Lin (2). 
the basis for the analysis of 
as 
given are: 
for 
of 
momentun 
es 
-171-
are due to rences in ature r s in 
the concentration of a diss substance, of 
energy or can substituted for last 
of state for an aqueous of low 
concentration can be approxim.ated by linear relation 
(p-p ) = S(c-c ) a . a (6. 1) 
in which p is density of a solution with concentration c, and 
P is the density of a reference or am.bient solution with concentration 
a 
c. Both 
a 
concentration and density have units of m.ass per unit 
volum.e; the param.eter S is dim.ensionless and is assum.ed to be a 
constant. Data from. Ref. 27, p. 1909 for weak (one percent) NaCl 
solutions yield S =: O. 71. 
The continuity equation is assum.ed to be 
(6. 2) 
u, v,and ware tim.e-averaged velocities in x-, y-, andz-
dir ections. 6.2 is not exact because it does not include the rate of 
dilatation of changing concentration, occurs if 
8 ::/: 1. For lam.inar flow in a porous List (36) showed 
that error in 6.2, is of 
(p- by as used by List, one can 
obtain sam.e result a 
for cons of m.ass of a s 
is as 
- 72-
+ + a ( 
, (6. 3) 
c is a time 3 it is 
as 
of a 
diffusion '"''-'C . .LJU. mean conc in 
that dir 6.3 by using 6. 2). 
p 
momentum are 
au au ou) _ .£E. a 
at +u ax +v +wa; - -ox -pg tx + 
as 
T +~ 
xx oy + a T z xz 
( av +u av +v av +wav) = _£E. _ t +~ T +~ T 1" a T at x ay az ay pg y ax xy oy yy yz 
(ow +uaw +~ +wow) = _£E. _ t + a at ax ay 0 z a z P g z 
s t , t 
x 
and tare 
z 
T +~T yz oz zz 
cosines of s 
x -, y -, and z- terms 
(6. 4a) 
(6.4b) 
(6. 
T ,etc are 
xy R s stresses, and p is pressure. 
In 6. 2 is us Boussinesq 
in are as 
not to ct 
However, in 
of a fluid e, on 
s of dens is r as 
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6. 3 SIMPLIFIC OF THE 
Two terns are now considered for 
presented in previous section may 
so that a can obtained the 
of a on 
6 3. 1 first al far 
downstream from a source which is discharging fluid into a wide, 
uniform, turbulent, open-channel flow. As in the experiments 
scribed in the previous chapters, let the fluid that is discharged 
from the source have a density different from the ambient fluid, but 
the discharge velocity from source be the same as the 
velocity of ambient flow. Choose same coordinate system 
as was used in the experiments. The origin is located on the 
channel bottom at center of source. 
par 
flow; 
to <""JlH<C-'- bottom and in the 
z-
y-coordiante is 
case of 
orl is 
streams. 
on 
is and 
to x and z and is 
two wide 
bottom at 
Let distances over density 
y-direction 
standard 
in 
in z-direction a or 
x-axis is 
ambient 
s. 
streams, 
of 
s 
two 
of flow; 
of 
of concentration or al concentration gr 
and in x-direction x, distance downstream 
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source. At ge value s of x one expects 
x» or »d. • 5) 
is as s are 
Also, it is as u 
so the first term 
in is of same or of smaller 
other two terms. An order of 
analysis yields 
d 
v = O(w-) j 
0-
where O( ) denotes order of magnitude. 
Next, it is assumed that Reynolds stresses in Eq. 6.4 
can be represented the terms on the right side of the 
matrix 
T 
xy 
T yy 
T yz 
= 
terms e , 
x 
and € are 
z 
mass, and A , A ,and A ar e 
x y z 
are ratios of 
au 
ov 
ax 
ow 
ox 
s for mas s so that 
momentum diffusion or 
is us 
with Boussinesq 
A au A au 8 - 8 z OZ y yay z 
A ov A ov 8 € -
Y Y z z az 
A aw A e aw 8 -Y yay z z z 
ion coefficients 
num s, 
momentum to 
s etc. are 
s. 
to consistent 
was sed in 
(6. 6) 
(6. 7) 
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By using . 6. 5, 6 and 6. 7, one can compare 
of various terms in 6. 4. 
ee terms on side and terms on 
side of 6.4b corresponding terms in 6. , one finds 
that the terms in 6.4b are of order d/o times se in 
6.4c. Because d/o< < I, these terms can from 
Eq. 6. 4b; for -t Rj lone obtains y 
on 
° = - = -pg. oy (6. 8) 
, the of motion in y-direction is reduced to a 
hydro static relationship. 
When Eq. 6. 7 is substituted into Eq. 6. the right-hand side 
of Eq. 6.4c becomes 
_E..E. _ pg-t + 
oz Z 8 (A r=' 8w) + x~xox ~ (Ie € 8w ~ + ~ (Ie € 8w) ay y y 8y ;' P a a Z z z oz· (6. 9) 
Results given in Chapter 2 from previous investigations in homo-
geneous s E: , € , and € are no more than an 
x y z 
of apart. One can assume that the same is true for 
Ie € , A € , and Ie € 
xx yy zz son is With 
as and 6.5, one can the and last 
terms In expression 6.9 are term and 
fore can be 
6. is 
s 
a ( 
\ 
Because -t = 0, 
z 
by 
of 
second term is also 
-hand 
terms on is 
It is assumed 
- 1 
fir st term on of 6. is of the same or 
of by 
6 it is pass two terms are of 
same order. , to side of 6.4c it 
is only neces that 
and 
ow 0 ( ow) w-« - A e -p a OZ p a oy \ y y oy . 
These inequalities are generally true if 
and 
respectively, 
and 
A e w 
uw« y y 
x dS 
2 ~ « 
(J 
in turn ar e true 
A e w y y 
d 2 
) (£l.) < < 1 A. e x y y 
(6. 10) 
(6. 11) 
(6. 12) 
(6. 13) 
(6. 1 
(6. 15) 
Because s 6. 14 and 6. 15 go to zero as 
x and (J very s 6. 10 and 6. 11 are true for 
x large. substitution and 
6.4c, of motion in z- s 
-177 -
o = -¥z- + Pa o~ (Ay€y ~;) (6.16) 
16 states pressure 
by shearing of the w, and 
ac 
6. 2, equation, can be grated from 
y=O to d to yield for d=constant 
(6. 17) 
where and ware depth-averaged values of u and w. For uniform 
ou ow flow ox = 0, therefore ~ = 0 or 
For 
d 
w == * J wdy = constant. 
o 
can w = O. 
(6. 18) 
6.3,the expression conservation of mass for a 
s is 
constant, 
oe +_ Be +_ at u Bx w 
an over 
is 
over 
+~ 
oz 
+ 
depth 
+ c(BU + ow,\ = 
ox oz) 
( _ OC)\ + 0 ( f OC I) € - - €-Z OZ OZ \ Z OZ 
s an average over 
of 
terms are to 
to a 
(6. 19) 
and a 
at a 
-averaged. ) 
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r sents t due to 
2, term represents 
mass process in 
, it is as se two terms can repres 
UIC I = -
oc (6. 20) 
and 
(6. 21) 
and are sion coefficients for the x- and z-
Because concept of longitudinal dispersion is jus 
long dispersion times and for uniform, unidirectional flow, 
of 6.20 and 6.21 may be questionable. However, if 
s 6. 14 and 6. 15 are true, then dispersion times are long 
s for changes in velocity of a tr 
is small compared to the vertical mixing 
For se 6.20 6.21 are approximations. 
It is 0 assumed In are 
over c' «c, so that on 
s first 
term is to term. 
se small terms and 6. 17, 6.20, 6.21 in 
6. 19 
8c + _ 8c + _ 
at u 8x w 8z 
As In 
+ 
2, 
b.22 represents 
diffusion in 
- 79-
(b. 22) 
first term on side of 
dispersion and 
dir is compared to 
second term on s , which represents differ 
longitudinal transport by convection. Deleting this small term on 
the right and considering only steady state problems so that the 
8c 
term at can be omitted, Eq. b. 22 becomes 
- 8c + - 8c 8 [(D +-) ac] u- w- =- €-ax a Z 0 Z Z z oz. (b. 23) 
Although w = 0 in the problem presently being considered, the term 
w ac is retained here for convenience in the next subsection where oz 
a 
In 
have been 
y- and z-
and 
of 
u 
problem is inve stigated. 
equations presented in Section 2 
The equations of motion in the 
corne 
o = 
o = _.£.e. + oz 
In 
- pg 
x 
(b. 8) 
(b. 1b) 
se 
s not appear in any of and it is 
to assume u is not U .... L ... "', ... ences 
and it is r to 
-1 
= constant. 18) 
for is 
+ 
_ OC 
w-= 
CJz 
(6.23 ) 
is a persion is a w. 
of state is 
- p ) = 8(c - c ) • 
a a 
(6. 1) 
6. 3. 2 A second but very similar 
for which basic equations of Section 6. 2 can be 
is longitudinal mixing in a turbulent open channel-flow 
in is a longitudinal density gradient, For certain 
conditions, ic can for s 
to as was 
in 
in a wide open .ua . .!..u"t:;.1. in 
variation of all al tion is sufficiently 
so one can cons to two Let 
and uniform, and assume a steady state 
This tem may inter-
pr as repres an e to a S8 
ocean. 
Because of of with 
it s to 
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system so is In z- ction. 
e, z-axis in is 
as UJ.JeJ.CU to let x 
vertical and s. 
If one reasonable as sumption that longitudinal 
s of is ger than and consider s 
only systems in which ge velocity, which is in the 
z-direction, is no larger density induced velocities, all 
the assumptions made in the previous subsection for simplifying 
the basic equations can be made here and the same simplified 
equations can be obtained. The only difference is that in Eq. 6.23, 
u = 0 but Vi =J: o. 
6.4 SOLUTION FOR THE VELOCITY wAND 
COEFFICIENT D 
z 
integrating 
Integr 6.8 the as 
depth is sufficently small so one can 
averaged p 
p = pg 
Taking of 6.24 res 
S = ad 
a-
- p 
z - a;:g 
of water in 
6.8 6. 16. 
p by the 
(6. 2 
to z gives 
(6.25) 
z-dir 
- 1 
s a is tent s assumptions 
a and zero of bottom in z-direction, 
a small is necess to of in 
z-
in last term of 6.25, 
re expression into 6. 16, once respect 
to y, and using 
one obtains 
second two boundary conditions: 
w -= 0 at y = 0 
Ie IS (}w = 0 at y = d y yay 
As suming that Ie IS = x-e,a constant equal to y y y y depth-
averaged ating 6.27 from 0 to y, and "' ... " ...... " ....... 
using 
d 
I J 'iN = wdy, 
o 
gives 
= 
6 28 can a stream 
Hansen and Rattr 25, 17) if one sets 
stress at surface to zero. 
(6. 26a) 
(6. 26b) 
(6.27) 
(6. 18) 
(6. 28) 
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! S expression, 
f u t II (2. 5) 
o o o 
one can now c dispersion 
Wi for for Using E: (T]) = e , y y depth-averaged value, 
one obtains 
_ d 2 [ -6 
-81.31xl0 
Y 
L..2E)2 +9.43x 10-4 ( d 3 .K..~)w 
p (Jz A E: P OZ 
a y y a 
+ 1. 90 x 10 - 2 w2 l , (6.29) 
...J 
where the numerical coefficients are approximations of some 
cumbersome fractions. By using Eq. 6. 1, the equation of state, 
one can replace '*' by 8 ~~ in 6.29 and substitute the 
re expression into 6.23 which then becomes a non-
linear equation for 
to tigate solutions to 6.23, some 
of properties of 6.28 and 6. 29 and other expressions for 
are examined. essions 
6.29 are 
6. and 6.27. Gener 
and are given 6.30 and 6.31, and in 
corre 
6.28 and 
are used 
to 
for w(T]) 
6. I, 
ow 
: w = 0 at y = 0 and = 0 at 
y = d; w = 0 at y = 0 and y ow = d; and = 0 at y = 0 y=d 
6. I in 6.30 31 w and 
Boundary Condition3 Coefficients for 
y=O y=d hI 
w" 0 " U 0 1. L 90xl0-2-
w" 0 " 0 
1 1- (, (, 0 2. 0 4.76xlO- 3 - '6 
" 0 :;" 0 
I 1 0 0 0 8.54xl0- 4 0 0 
-'6 4" 
(6. 30) 
= d
2
[b 8 1 £e. + a-r aZ + W2] (6.31) 
y 
ee s W(Il) w = o are ss 
form. in 1. 
One can 8 A 8 are to y y y 
y, w(ll) is a the form. 
w(ll) (1l)+wf2 (1l) (6. 32) 
is for any di 
and for a of 
and 
averaged sco 
for w = -induc 
s 
85-
6. s, w with w 0, for ee 
condi tions, 
- 1 
5 TO OF THIS STUDY 
6. 5. 1 6.30 are now 
us to an expression for 
of downstream 
a source discharging at a 
to but with a density 
ent from the 
For this problem Vi = 0 so that equations 6.23 and 6. 30 
become 
(6. 33) 
and 
= 
Because is a x and z, is also; 
s is z 
, a repres at each cross-
From of state, from s 
concentration and from of 
0 2 , one can e 
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b is source tJp is density 
source. e, expression 
Al is a constant of proportionality, used in 
For 
yields 
+ "f ) not a 
z 
of z, taking IlloIllents 
at 
(6.35) 
6. 34. 
Eq. 6. 33 
(6. 36) 
Substituting Eq. 6. 35 6.34 and 6.34 into 6.36, assuIlling that 
It E: , the depth-averaged eddy viscosity, is given by y y 
as sUIlling that 
and recalling 
6.36 s 
aU",d + 
-.' 
aU",d 
-" 
is a group 
-- k 
It E: = -6 u",d y y '.' 
It E: = 
Y Y 
1+ = 
6d
2 r 
ku,,-
-,-
S6 
= 
S, 
(2. 17) 
(6.37) 
(6. 38) 
(6.39) 
8-
= (6. 
and and are , distance 
downstream fro:rn source, source and source str 
were 5 b, c, and d. Inte 6.39 
'and 112 at X = 0 
= + 2X + -1 -1 (B2 /12)J (6 ) 
- tan ~Mb . .41 
For 6.41 reduces to expression 
5. 11 J 
2 
V(X, B, 0) = B + 2X . (5. 11) 
s exces s variance, 6. V, is obtained by 
subtr acting 5. 11 6.41 evaluating 
6.V = V(X, M b ) -V(X, B, 0) for X->oo to 
6.V = - tan -1 ~)J . (6. 42) 
6. expe in 6.2, 
6.42 are 
as 5. 2. In 
25xl0- 3 was us s 
fro:rn 6. , corre to 
solution conditions w = at y = 0, and awl = 0 
at y = 35, are averages 
fro:rn A = 1; and = 20, 
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o r---t---,~'" 7-+----_ 
6 ~---+--~~----~--_r~r__+~_w~~~~+_----r;--~~ 
// / / 
/ / / 
/ / / 
:3 
/ / / 
/ / I 
// /1 /1 
/ / / Eq.S.42 r----+-----~--_r~~~~_z / / /Ab=2.25)! 
/ "---;',--+--7/:- 8 = 0 and 0.1 
/ 1'---1.-'/- 8 =3.08 
/ / 1 
e 2 
/ I 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I I l 
/1 
/1 
51 
52 
83 
Rf 
R2 
I SI I 
I S2 
/ R2 I 
SI 
SI 
51 
RI 
:: 
EI 
<II> <II> 
III 
~ 
-a. 
~ 
<II> 
-a. 
... 
)il( 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0.153 1.0 
0.090 1.0 
0.251:1 1.0 
0.156 1.0 
3.08 12.5 
3.06 20 
3.12 20 
4.94 20 
4.94 10112 
~ ~ 21.2 55112 
~ Q, 28.2 55112 
42 and 
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is if one assumes a1 
concentration distributions are Gaus and 3z 
.In 
For 
for 
for B = 0 or 
s 
due to not considering 
and e and due to deleting y 
is not 
were 
090 :s; B:S; 258 or the 
s 
!::. V '" ~2; however, 
6.42 
and are 
density gradients on 
inertial term u ~; from the 
s 
z -momentum 6. Richardson s that were 
c in 
large 
one 
pr 
In 
6. 4c is 
one 
from 
6 14: 
~»3 d 
ate gr 
e one 
6pl p or 
a 
o or 6. 14 is s 
were 
from 
s 4. and 5. for flow 
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or 
x au >!< 
X =- »2.28 
u 
(6. 43) 
ow 
u ax from 6. is not In 
X < 2 (see 5.5) and may cause ge errors in Eq. 6.42. 
e 
ow. 
,,"' •.. U.Lu/S U ox In close to > 0, 
6.4c should values of wand given by the 
present analysis, but for most values of X where oJ:! < 0, retaining 
aw 
u ax should of wand The net effect of 
retaining u ~; would probably be to yield higher values of I:::, V than 
given by 6.42; however, s has not been proved. 
An analysis similar to 
that made above can also be made for the mixing of two infinitely 
that 
z-
parallel streams of density. 1£ one again assumes 
+ 8" ) is not a function of z, one can take 
z 
derivative of 
6.33 with re to z and then take second moments in 
to 
D +e-
z z 
(6. 44) 
0 2 is d 
oz or ocl 
of 
Next, for 
A z is a cons tanto 
re expression "8 = 
z 
D it is as 
z 
45 
6. 38 in 
gradient 
that 
45) 
6. 34 using 
6.44 s 
-1 
6d2)2 _ u 
-2 
s 
I + --'---'" ==--= 
Ad is a group of ss 
= (6a)3 ~ k A2 
2 
is the normalized variance, 
s, 
( 6. 
(6. 47) 
(6.48 ) 
and Md is the dimensionless source strength that uses the depth 
as a and was 
Integrating 6.47 and using 
x = 0 s 
For = 0, 
for X .... OO 
6.49 
6. 50 from 6. 
= limit 
X .... 00 
s to 
(X, 0) = 2X • 
and 
in 
l ~ 00 
J 
5. 8. 
condition 
e, 
= 0 at 
(6. 49) 
(6.50) 
• 51) 
s, 
as was 
is shows 
for a source of 
- 1 
for two 
s not 
sts curves for 
in Fig. 5. 3 do not 
e 
wide streams 
excess 
values 
this 
Bon 
e into one curve for 
cause 6V d goes to 
successive curves continually 
values of B. 
ases 
e 
6.6 APPLICATION OF THEORY TO 
In this section 6.23 and 6.31 are used in an analysis of 
some experiments performed by Ippen, eman, and Lin (2) at 
MIT. as made in the derivation of the equations are 
more se experiments in the experiments 
of this s agreement between theory and 
is achieved. 
6.6. 1 The MIT inves 
in e 
ed 
e 
water was 
density gradients on dispersion 
apparatus, repres an 
state 
was 9. 75 meteres 
of water was 17. 8 cm in all 
into upstream end 
in Fig. 6.3, was a 
gr 
and 42 cm 
Fresh 
at a rate 
be 
and salt water, a eater than water, was 
at a rate 
A '-AU'.!..l.!.U 
to those 
so 
of water in 
s 
--Q 
s 
z,g 
3 
Water was 
ater 
-water 
c=o 
-
d 
used in 
end 
extreme downstream 
at a rate rates were slow 
were of the r of O. 05 cm/ sec. 
was cre by a nest of screens 
in and was oscillated in 
c motion. nest of screens was constructed 
of in a 
were 2.5 cm 
nest was about 70 percent of 
nest was os an 
of about was 
e apparatus was operated until a 
ste of salt concentr was r Water 
s from 
s concentration distribution in At s 
co 
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downs tream tr of s by the velocity was 
earn. tr of s by turbulent diffusion 
sper 
Values -aver 
€ , were obtained from experiments in 
z 
dyed 
fresh water was used in more dense s water. A 
str forward combination of formulae given on p. 21 of Ref. 2 
e :: o. 396 afl , 
Z 
(6. 52) 
where"8 is the diffusion coefficient in cm2 / sec, a is the oscillation 
z 
in em and fl is the frequency in cycles/sec. The coefficient 
0.396 has the dimensions of cm because it includes a characteristic 
of the screens. 
co E: , was y 
from a s et ale (37). se measurements 
were not in in a cylinder 180 cm 
and 20 cm in was produced in 
by a nest of screens was similar in construction 
to us in 
(6.53) 
cal gradients ger se obs in 
experiments in no on value 
6. 2 
= 0 = 
expression 
st term 
= 
s is 
term of Eq. 6. 31 was 
and € was usually much 
z 
dispersion in absence of a 
approximations made in 
u = 0, 6 14 is true. 
not 
with was ss 
concentr 
In s 
For this 
as 
] • 5 
IS 
(6. 55) 
ause first 
two, 
last term represents 
gradient. Also, most of 
of 6.32 are Because 
6. for wand 
ow 
w oz from z-momentum 
so 
25 percent of -aver 
sh water is 
and 
P is denoted 
a 
s concentration of is normal-
ized so r concentr C, at d outflow 
is and concentr sh water is 
zero. 
= 
Introducing the 
into 6. 56, using 
where 
is dim.ensionles s, 
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6. 55 into 6. C, and 
s total derivatives yields 
{Lr € + 
'-. Z }. 
s s z - coordinate 
s = 
6.37, and m.ultiplying by €z/Y~ yields 
dC d {[ (dC)2JdC} 
- dS = dS 1 + J dS dS ' 
b da y2 
1 f 
J = ----P €)3 
Y z Y 
it is assum.ed that = A 8 • 
Y Y 
6.58 is now with boundary conditions 
C = 1 at S = 0 
and 
C = C = 0 for S -> 0) , 
Integrating 6. 58 once and using the boundary conditions 
= ( dC)3 + J dS . 
(6. 56) 
(6.57) 
(6. 58) 
(6.59) 
(6.60a) 
(6.60b) 
(6. 61) 
6. 61 
S:2: 0; solutions ar 
=: 
6. 3 
) , are pres 
s 
E: were 
z 
of 
for four 
ameter J; 
from 
- I 
s of was 
in 
observed 
curves 
In 
6.52; I was as y 
for 
6 For g < 0, 
In 5 
with ent 
are presented for 
to 1. 0; 
E: was y 
fro m Eq. 6. 53; and b l =: 1.31 x 10 -5 was 
chosen, corresponding to th e s for w(Yl) boundary 
conditions w =: 0 at y=:O (no slip) and ow/ay = 0 at y = d (no shear). 
ence, !:Jp, and 
in 6. 5, 
e 
screens and € . 
z Y 
is l' 
good for Runs 21, 22 Run 24. In gene 
obs decrease more l' 
do 
A more son expe is 
in 6.6. distance 
insert of values 
=: and =: 3 IS on s 
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10 
Figure 6.4 Solutions 6 .6 + 
0 
o 
e 6,5 
0 0 MIT RUN NO. 21 
0 0.0201, 
0=1.12 em , 
d=I7.Sem ,J=230 
o Experiment , -
~ 
~ 
0 5 
MIT RUN NO. 22 
0=lI2 em , 
d =11.8 em , J" 1,200 
o Experiment , -- Thllory 
o 
o 
o 
0 
10 
MIT RUN NO. 24 
0.0194. 
0=1.12 em , 
0 
d=17.Sem , J=S79,OOO 
(;) Experimllnt , -
0 
0 
aver r concentration, C, as a function of S, 
coordinate, for MIT 21 to 2 J computed 
R 3. ) 
MIT RUN NO. 23 
t>.plPa =0.0192 , 
0=1.12 em , 
d=I1.8cm ,J=13,500 
o Experiment , 
(;) 
0 
(;) 
<:> 
58 
10 6 
I 
N 
o 
o 
as a of J for 
s of J for 
-6 
= Ie 31x 0 $ 
curve in 
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reported on in 2. 
data were c 
6. 6, as a 
a of 1/3 at large s of J and has same as the 
expe data. However, the 
curve s above or to data. fact curve 
s above the data s for a given density gradient the 
density -induced s and the dispersion coefficient, D , are 
z 
s that by the The lower velocities are 
believed to resistance to flow offered by the screens and flume 
sidewalls which was not considered in the analysis. 
..... u'ucw.. resistance to flow can be introduced 
into s by using b i =2. 76x10-
6 
, corresponds to solutions 
the boundary w = 0 at y = d and y = o. s 
were the of J for each data decrease a 
2. 76xIO-s /1.3lxlO- 5 = I 75. 
abscissas exper IJU' ... H .... '" in 6.6 by 1 75 
to compare data analysis, abscissa 
of curve was 4. 75 and new curve 
was drawn in 6. 6 as a broken s new curve s 
or to most data. st fit is with 
r----51! j I ! I 1 1 j ! 1 I ! I I I I ! I I!! "I 111!11 1111111 111!1I 
c 
Id 
b 0--1~ 
-0' 0 
,d 
o __ 
0 __ -- 00 
2 
J= (9 ~) 
--
--
Id 
o » __ 
--
--
--
3 
--
--
o MIT Experiment 
-- Theory 
...0. __ "6 
--
- - - Theory for modified analysis 
(J multiplied by 4.75) 
Id~ 105 
...---
e 6.6 ss distance S, ... as a function of the parameter J. (Data from 
..... 
Id 
I 
N 
o 
N 
that 
6.31 are 
can tr 
scales, (2) 
re 
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of s of these 
in derivations 
by 
demonstrate 
6. 30 and 
as a dispersion process, and dispersion 
to induced velocities is by 6. 31. 
as must be saH are: (1) 
length scales are larger than the vertical length 
accelerations are negligible, and (3) the fluid is 
well mixed over the vertical. When these assumptions are not 
s sHed, as was the case close to the source in the experiments 
of present study, Eq. 6.31 should not be used. 
froIn 
re 
(1) Di 
open- \,.;.l..Lc::LJeLl..I.lCJ.. are 
"8 are 
z 
x 
sources 
of (Jz 
z are 
aver 
variance of 
• grow 
buoyant tracer agree 
c, in 
solutions to the 
11) 
coordinate s. and 'ij 
and 
Inass. Because is 
distribution of c froIn 
e of 
streaIns 
x. 
is 
is in 
(see 2.3). 
average 
was found in 
of 
results of 
7. 1. 2 
fluids 
se tracer 
se are 
(1 ~ 0 
x and grow m.ore r 
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ss 
of s 
is water 
range of 
of ss 
on surface, a = e /u,.,d, 
s zs -" 
2 value is also 
data (see Table 2. 2) and is consistent 
and Chang (5) in a > a. 
s 
Experim.ents in 
6.p, between the tracer and 
difference s 
sions drawn 
s (x) ) are for 
6.p == 
(2 ) concentr ation distributions in flow cross-
s m.ore aa (x) and ad is to 
s 4 to 4. 10). 
(3 ) At ge x, curves of a2 
to curves from. 6.p = o. 
of and data that 
V= 5) 
= is ss variance, 
is ss 
s source 
= s source 
is 
x 
6.p = 0, is a 
in 5. 1 
For B 6.V increases 
es B. 
(6) For B < < 1 tracer 
as as e 
tracer 
B > > 1. 
more However. 
is same for 
excess 
on B. Most excess 
XRlZ fraction r is in 5. 1, are 
5. 5. ) 
sion 
= + + 
curves in 5 one can construct 
and B 
5. 2). 
any 
is 
ss 
in 
. Z 
(9) Because IJ. V 
it is somethnes pos 
ases 
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B decreases constant, 
es, and 
at X of a source 
7. 2 
In Chapter 6, of motion for a with a hori-
zontal gradient were by assuming that (a) 
zontallength scales are larger than length s 
(b) all accelerations are negligible, and (c) the is mixed 
vertically. One finds 
(1) One can integrate the simplified equations of motion to obtain 
an expression for the distribution of the density-induced velocity as a 
of density gradient 6.30). 
an expres given by 
sion, one can an expression 
as a 
6. 31). 
6.31 in an to 
(4) for 
a lateral dispersion 
and al 
ct dependence of (3) Using 
IJ.V on Band s r not agree with 
to is 
at ge x but not 
se to source s are most 
Using 6.31 
an 
in 6.6 and for 
et (2). 
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agree 
salinity 
is des 
motion are 
of 
A 
a 
B 
b 
c 
c 
V 
c 
v 
c 
-c 
c 
a 
OF 
area under 
concentr ation . 
al distribution of 
ss 
"'.A.'V.1.J' .. "::; S S 
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Eq. 6.45. 
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s coefficient in 6. 30 for w('ll). 
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dim.ensionle s s coefficient in 
relative salt concentration. 
l' 
6. 31 for D . 
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C..!...!.JlLl:::U by Eq. 14. 
concentration-weighted, laterally-averaged value of C , 
15. v 
salt concentration 
s 
c- c. 
s of 
s conc 
s concentration 
D 
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x y z 
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factor,8(u,Ju)2. 
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screen oscillations. 
acceleration due to gravity. 
counting s in numerical integration. 
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von Karnlan's constant. 
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5S source strength Eq. 5. 
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ss source 5. 
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pressure. 
sh-water rate 
s rate. 
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z 
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velocity in x- ction. 
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u-u. 
longitudinal velocity of floating particle. 
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throughflow velocity. 
velocity in y- ctlon. 
in z -direction. 
-averaged value w. 
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8S tance, by 5. 
in experim.ents 
experim.ent8. 
this study; later 
centroid of d ave 
Z15.9 
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6 ( ) 
E.: ,B Y z 
Ii: € XS' zs 
E.:' ,e' 
x z 
A 
z 
~2 12-
OF 
s z = 15 Ii> 9, 50, and 1 percent. 
rliffusion coefficients for 
in 6. 1. 
difference in between tracer 
source and ambient /:;,p > 0 
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excess variance; see /:;,V, 6V d and 
discharged from 
s heavy tracer fluid, 
ence in density 
5. 1. 
ss excess variance, /:;,0 2 /d2 • 
s excess variance, 
mass in x-, y- and z-
and E.: at free 
z 
::0 
S of and E.: 
and E: - . 
z z 
s. 
s; of , etc 
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p 
p 
E: , etc. 
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T • T , •• 
xX xy 
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A e when R.=O. y Y 1 
kinem.atic viscosity. 
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3. 1416 ••• 
density of fluid. 
depth-averaged density. 
density of am.bient fluid. 
density of fluid discharged from. source. 
variance of the lateral distribution of the depth-averaged 
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1:;0() 0.'< 1.(,07 Hj.9 1.1'..1 0.01 
2000 -0.1 1.,)15 140.6 0.18 0.01 
164 Sl 12.5 0.,)0275 41>8 b8 42.0 0 O.v hOo:; 1';.7 o.vo u.u1 
2()U 0.2 1.07, 31.2 v.,j4 v • .:I4 
500 0.2 I.AO!> 18.<1 U.9" v.21 
lUOu 0.1 1.017 0 v. 9~ u.U4 
1!>00 0.1 1.ul1 14,;.2 0.91l u.02 
lOOu G.O 1..0J<j n6.0 1.0.: O.(,Z 
165 51 1Z.5 0.00414 735 231l 19.0 0 0.1 1.090 0.00 1..1.0:< 
200 -O.i U5 4900. 
50(, 0.0 095 103." 
1000 0.2 1.u22 141. 
1500 -(J1t 993 ll:il.". 
20uO -0.3 1.001 ,,1.:1. 
16" S1 12.~ a G 0 l!>Ou 0.2 0.9'J!l 9B.o 
.<000 -0.'; 1.014 126.1 
161 51 12.5 0.0054;; 90!> 31" 118.9 0 1.1.0 1.090 13.4 
lOv o.u i.oa,. 62.2 
50U 0 • .1 104 ueb3 0.20 
HluQ 0 • .:1 1.iU2 19i • .:I i.01 
1:>00 o. 011 221.<: 1.uo 0.2 
2000 -(;'3 1.012 248.3 0.97 0.02 
11u Sl 2XlO 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.41l1> 34.(, 
luO UsO 47.2 
500 0 
luuo 
ISuv 
lOul.l 
171 H "XI0 0.00145 43!! 69 ,;'<.5 U 
200 
5()u 1.1 
lOuu Wet) 
1.5UO 1.1.0 
':0,,0 (teV 
Hi. Si. ,0(10 0.0(,414 1£50 '<,,1> '13.0 u v.1,) 
0.0 
500 U<J>lJ 
l~vO 0.0 
.20";(; 0.0 VI) LL2 
192 ><2 l. <l 0 \J 0 LOu -Vel. U.{J4 
400 -0.> 
"ui., -0.:> 
LiOv 
1.J4u 
.200u \I?O 2tl9¢ 
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Table AI. Continued 
" 
- " 
.:: .,<5 "'<5 <J " ~ .,<: 0 <5 .. "" ., Oll .:: " <II ILl .:: 0 ;:: .~ <J '" :;j '1:1 <II " i:: <II .:: S 8 ~ S ""' S '" " S 
.... .~~ <II ;e4J .~ S L' " 7J" 7J " .. " <II 
<J 0 
.5 .:: '" 111 0 S .:: <J ~.~ > :;:: u 0" o ::E'1:I @ 0 U U .., .:: <:.., <II Q. .;; U) .;t ~U1 U1 :> .S '1:1 .:: 
" 
.~ 
.S 0 .. 00 
'" 
... .... 
.,tIl.:: 
.S "> lu ... Uu ., <: .:: ., 0- .:: ., ., ~ g'~ '0 " .5 .. :r:I " u.~ " .... <l .:: " ., '" ... '" " " 0 0. ~ ~.o Ci .... " " " u 0 i: 'N '" :> 0 '" u .... x is S ... S ... " <l .. '" 0 w .s 0 iS~ is i5 u .... " ... ... 
"" 
til X U ..: 
"" til W 
193 K" 1.0 0 
° 
0 
--
lOO -0.:; U.901 "J.b -- V.04 
400 -u.l 0.918 ':>7.2. -- 0.04 
tlvO -0.4 0.'>199 1,,4.0 -- (J.U" 
1.<01.1 -0.':> 1..001> lcill.3 -- 0.01 
10uO 0.3 0.\103 234.1 -- 0.01 
,woo -0.'< 0.944 l89.8 -- 0.01 
194 K2 l.u 0.054':> 18':> H80 13.1 1':>(J 0.0 1.100 0':>.9 Lio05 0.51 
.:1\)0 -0.1 1.029 90.1 (J.l0 0 •• 1.$ 
1>00 0.4 U.9<l4 1:>3.4 0.91 U.OO 
90(, 0.0 0.91l8 .:0,<.4 0.9':> ".03 
1'<00 -0.4 0.911 251>.! 1.08 0.0" 
15,,0 0.2 0.959 29J.l 0.98 0.0.2 
195 1<2 1.0 0.030(' 122 71>4 ;0.0 1':>0 -0.2 1.144 46.8 0.51 0.53 
300 -0.3 1.0.21; 1':>.1 0.1>9 0.,0 
1>00 0.0 1.008 .,,<.1 0.11 0.0':> 
1000 ,0.0 1.003 192..2 ".92 0.02 
1,<00 0.1 1.004 2':>9.0 1.01 0.01 
lelOO 0.1 1.002 3£4.4 1.11 u.Ol 
190 K1 1.0 0 0 0 -- 200 -0.1 1.0';1i 19.4 -- 0.01 
40y -0.3 1.OJS 41.0 
--
0.02 
800 v.l 1.014 83.1 -- 0.03 
12UO til.J 1.05 ... 1.<5.1:1 -- 0.01 
1000 0.6 1.00L 16L.4 -- 0.01 
2000 -0.4 1.,,21 ':01.0 -- 0.01 
191 1<1 1.0 0.liJ88 151 010 19.0 .200 0.1 1.0'#4 48.9 1.5l O.l~ 
400 0.1 1.OOIl 59.,< 1.02 0.04 
dOli 0.4 1.0.25 10J.3 1.01 0.02 
1,,00 (j.1I 1.03L 141.6 1.29 0.01 
1000 0.1 l.OOl Hll.4 O. !i9 0.01 
20uO Y.1 1.010 £2':>.1> 1.04 O.O! 
198 1<1 1.0 0.0150 305 H81 !>1.1 .2ou -0.4 1.005 00.3 0.19 0.18 
,<0O -0.4 1.037 80.1 0.91 0.05 
aoo 0.1 1.001 1':0.':> o.IH 4.1.0.2 
1200 -0.4 1.u.26 113.4 0.9i; 0.01 
1000 O.ll 1.021 L15.(' 0.99 0.01 
2uOO -U.2 1.021 251.!'> l.ul 0.01 
199 R2 lO.O 0 0 
° 
--
0 0.2 0.941 3.2.5 - 0.01 
200 0.,< 0.90!> 5'#.0 -- O.OJ 
:.vv 0.9 0.'11a 1Ilo.7 -- 0.02 
900 l.O 0.9011 IH.'< -- O.\ll 
LiOO 0.4 1.001 ,,<1.2 -- 0.01 
HOO l..1 0.9l:l!'> 291.0 -- 0.01 
200 R2 20.0 0.00£03 162 52 20.0 0 o • .5 0.10,:> 3".4 (j.vo v.Oo 
150 0.8 u.ll>8 01.'iI (l.J9 o.u 
300 0.0 0.?1>4 80.9 0.40 0.14 
100 0.9 o.HO 159.1 0.91 0.0':> 
HOO 0.6 0.7'<':> 2,,>.5 0.97 0.02 
1500 1.1l 0.7;5 2l:ltl.3 1.06 0.01 
201 1<2 20.0 \.1.00400 ,,53 IH 34 • .5 0 0.2 0.725 j,.L ".01 0.03 
1.50 \).4 0.115 oj.5 O. ,!.1 U. ':1 
31lu 0.:' 0.18" 10.2.1 0.12 v",,23 
000 o. I 0.1,<, 1::'2.5 u. o. 
900 0.9 0.15, .lOb.':' 1.05 0.04 
1.300 1.0 o. 7~0 21v.,:> l.u j 1l.02 
202 1<2 20.0 O.OOSH 354 lU 64.7 0 V.4 0.130 3';.1 0.01 0.02 
150 U.5 0.1;;4 11.1 v. La 0.23 
3:>0 0.0 Yo 71'-) Ul.O 0.61 0.2;' 
000 J..v IJ.741.l 191.3 O. ';0 v.12 
9VO 1.2 0.131 2",:>. ':> 1.0') UeO:> 
1300 1.2 0.7 ... ,> 2') ... 1 0.90 V.03 
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Table A2. Summary of data from experiments with wide source. 
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" 
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;a~ ~ ~ = '0 .~ <1 
.§ 
""" 
G 
'" 
.~ U) .n S·S ~ .. g :. • 88 ~ " .... ~ .l i "-~ <l '" ~ ~. 
" 
" " t1 0 Ii .. '" u'O Qa " r;: 
'" 
175 >l 0 I) \) 0 v.u ').?foIOOO 0.0 u.o 
,<v~ Q.l 5,.UIJ ~.4 1,/.01. 
5uo 0-.6 S5,.!>50 l;j.8 >:1 ... 02 
tOur.; V/l4 ':'.3JO St.l 0.01 
l~Ov v.J 85.<115 79. 'J. 0.0 
177 Sl 0 0 Il (; u.o 55.01l" 0.0 (1.0 
NO 0.0 !l4.t.,'lO!) 9.~ 0.01 
,V" 0., ,5.',95 .24.1 u.u~ 
10\10 -v.L ?4$ 8.;S 52..7 V.OJ. 1,,,,, o,~ 55.'1~ .f;1..9 0.01 
.1000 0.3 55.21:; .t~.l.4 v.Ol 
Hd 51 0.00051 9Jb 34 0.0 0 0.0 ;5.000 0.0 0.0 
~oo 0.1 55.HO 1<1. " "~v4 
500 0 •• 55.Z75 3v.l V .. OJ. 
1000 c'J.5 :».440 4YI)ij. (J.0l. 
1500 0." 55.550 ~6f11,4 0.1)1 
",,00 0.3 55.275 HI.!) 0.11l 
119 S1 O.OoU4 1870 b9 ,,0.0 a 0,0 55.000 o.c 0,00 0.0 
21JO 
-0.2 54.635 15 .. 8 0.38 0.09 
500 -0.3 54.725 44.1 1.04 0.05 
1000 
-0,6 54.340 80 .. 0 1.24 0.02 
151JO 
-0.2 54.Q3' 103.1 0.92 0.01 
20UO 
-0.1 5,.690 138.0 1.19 0.01 
160 SI O.uOl n 2~20 104 35. ~ (; u.O ",Ovo 0(00 \l.00 0.0 
zou -U .. 4 ~4.QJ.~ Z,. b "./",9 G.il 
~JO 0.1 55.0'~ ;'d.,b 0098 0.06 
1000 -f).Lt ~4 .. 6j.~ 91.~ 1.00 0.02 
1500 -0.5 ;4.50, US.2 0 .. 93 0.01 
ZOilil -0. It ~.jh"60 l~).j to 14 0.01 
181 H 0.00232 3760 140 &4.0 (; 0.0 ,,;'.000 u.o (.-!IIDO (.1.0 
./00 .... O.b 5'ttl39!) ..1\)c,) 1.1.,;,) 0.1"; 
,00 
-0.1> 54.340 !JO.? v.9fJ Q.01 
1000 -0,,1 ~4t12.30 HI •• o.-;"{ 1.1.02 
l~OU -0. "1 ;'4."do LO.:J." 1.,,;< Q.02 
20O") -(., .. ~ 54.4,0 lSI. " lou5 0.(;1 
183 SI 0.0028<1> 46bQ 172 as.8 () 0.0 j~"vOO 1).0 I).v(.l ().,o 
200 0_) 5!).':75 2cl .. 9 O.,2"t 0.17 
5 ... 0 0,8 55.H" t)d. !l 0./6 0.09 
lUOU 0.7 S!>.71:; U6.1 0.73 0.03 
ZOOv -0.8 ;4.175 <il. I 1. ,L;;i IJ.Ol 
-----
203 R1 0 0 <> u.D 5~;tOOu 0.0 1i.0 
2v(; -1.0 ;do 955 ZOo ~ v,l) 
;VO 
-".j ~i.()90 ?b. J (hOi 
lOJO 
-l." ,.;.735 lO~, ;: 0.0 
15i/0 -1.7 ?;)e.;!;tV loY. t) v.Oi 
ZOllO v.l 
"" !to 
205.2 (1,,01 
Z04 RI 0 0 0 0.0 ,3. ,;" 0.0 G.O 
,,00 ,....1.. !f ~t.. ()90 1. 9. ~ 1l.OZ 
500 -1,,1 52.,,~O 4th 1 0,,01 
101,,11,) 
-<.1 ;)01,,40 10<. S D.O 
1.500 -Z .. (;I ,,~. 9.1.0 LOS. 2: 0.111 
2000 
-".4t :;)2.11'561,) 44:!. 7 1.)01) .t 
205 U u.00432 1100 60 4." 0 0.0 ;':>.000 O.V 0.00 0,0 
~OO -0.7 54.285 ".I , • .$0 0.08 
;0" -1.5 ",.SI5 57& J 1.,)2 v"IJJ 
LOOO -l.. ;; ,,j.400 .i.Qq;;..;l 01!t56 ()"vL 
l~vO "'1.9 5 •• 075 .lob.O l\O~.2 O.Vl. 
200u -L .. r :'3.295 210, 1 O.~2 0.0 
20" HI 0.008".1. j';bQ 1.0 38. a 0 0.0 5,.00G 0,0 Clout) O.Q 
ivO "0 .. 'f 5J",+ou 4!).\) 0.05 (lid. 4 
500 -A.6.5 't~4L:) 9.(h~ 1.07 O.V4 
"OOQ -!.5 52.145 .150.9 loU V.O~ 
1,00 
-1.9 ~~. 41 ';) 1.910- .:$ O .. 'iil 0.01 
2000 -1.7 5<.8~" 2,5.9 hvlJ ";, .. 01 
HS 61.2 (J "';p0 5>.000 <J.O u.Co 0.0 
200 -v.~ ~4e !tiO !i:;a.j lJ.;O O.ld 
,0" -1.5- 53,460 Ll~. 5 {.I. Sl4 Q.06 
100'J -0",> :-..4 .... t;J.O 1>'"1.4 0.79 {J",v2: 
15\)0 -to») 53.,460 ;::;'Ci.o IdQ (j",ul 
<<.)JO "'O~5 :l,'to-505 ,8,,1,;4 4ev4 
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Table A3. Summary of data from experiments 
with particles. 
Experiment Flow Source Particle Distance Number Variance Coordinate 
Number Condition Width Velocity Down~ of of 
Code stream Particles Centroid 
b 0 2 -Us x s z 
(em) (cm/sec) lem) (cm2 ) (em) 
101 53 None 54.5 100 186 7 0.5 
ZOO 393 15 0.2 
350 398 50 0.5 
600 416 96 1. 1 
1000 400 169 1.8 
1500 402 256 2.1 
2000 403 342 4.5 
102 51 None 43.3 200 404 12 0.2 
500 409 40 -0.1 
1000 402 74 -0.6 
1500 400 108 -1. 0 
2000 660 142 0.3 
103 52 None 54.3 ZOO 409 14 0.6 
500 404 49 0.8 
1000 539 121 1.9 
1500 471 174 1.4 
2000 512 228 1.8 
104 52 2.0 53.7 200 801 16 1.0 
500 1199 44 -0.6 
1000 807 90 0.0 
1500 1221 141 1.2 
2000 1242 210 1.4 
105 53 2.0 53.5 200 408 27 -1.2 
500 407 72 ·0.8 
1000 410 144 -0.5 
1500 400 234 -0.6 
2000 40Z 272 0.2 
lO6 51 2.0 43.0 200 398 20 0.2 
500 406 29 0.8 
1000 398 66 0.0 
1500 402 ll7 1.2 
2000 405 135 1.3 
108 52 1.0 53.2 200 407 16 0.9 
500 404 41 0.9 
1000 401 104 1.4 
1500 403 174 3.0 
ZOOO 390 210 1.5 
123 51 1.0 42.4 ZOO 413 13 0.3 
500 412 37 0.7 
1000 400 76 2.1 
1500 392 117 2.0 
2000 383 151 1.7 
145 51 2.0 42.6 200 413 11 -0.4 
500 402 40 -0.8 
1000 411 84 -0.2 
1500 431 136 -1. 0 
2000 386 190 0.9 
168 51 12.5 42.5 200 400 12 1.4 
500 418 42 0.9 
1000 393 89 0.9 
1500 407 120 1.2 
2000 407 161 -1. I 
184 51 55.0 42.0 200 410 20 1.0 
500 398 45 1.6 
1000 405 63 2. I 
1500 409 95 2.4 
2000 401 127 2.3 
186 RI None 49.5 200 402 25 0.1 
+ 500 420 52 0.1 
191 1000 832 105 0.7 
1500 840 172 1.2 
2000 819 241 1.6 
188 R2 None 59.5 200 399 33 0.6 
500 407 104 -0.3 
1000 403 173 1.2 
1500 404 277 1.2 
2000 407 408 1.0 
